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Extravaganza

Tigers take two

Field trips and programs all
part of weekend

Thurmond's no-hitter gives
Murray sweep

See page 2

American Home Week
A national celebration
of homes

See page 12

See special section
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News In Brief
100 semifinalists named for
space journalist shuttle ride
COLUMBIA, S.C. (API- Former CBS News anchor Walter
Cronkite is among 100 journalists hoping to be the first to report
directly from space who have been named as finalists in their
bids for a space shuttle flight.
"I am pleased I have made it through the first round, and look
forward even more to the fact I will have this opportunity to compete further for this privileged assignment," Cronkite, now a
special correspondent for the network, said Wednesday.
Other finalists include Associated Press aerospace writer Paul
Recer and New York Times science reporter John Noble Wilford,
who won a Pulitzer Prize for his space and science reporting in
1984.
Journalist-in-Space Project officials released the names of
semifinalists Wednesday. There are 20 from each of five regions.
The 10Q.journalists were selected from a group of 1.703 applicants, which included reporters, editors, columnists, news
directors, anchors and a photographer.
The nominees include 37 people who work for newspapers, 36
from radio and television, 12from magazines,four from wire services and 11 free-lance journalists.
Among those who said they applied but were not accepted were
ABC White House correspondent Sam Donaldson and NBC anchor Tom Brokaw.
In the next phase of the selection process. semifinalists from
each region will be interviewed by panels at five journalism
schools. Durigg.those intervig.ws, held between the last week of
anirtritaa"TeiTh parie14111 FereeTeigiit figionafiinalists,
a total of 40, who will be named by May 22.
Five finalists will then be selected by a national selection
panel. Senior National Aeronautics and Space Administration officials will choose the winner and a backup.
No timetable for the last two steps has been set, but officials
say the remaining schedule may be set in June.
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Activities set for Alumni Weekend
Alumni Weekend at Murray
State University Thursday
through Sunday. April 24-27, will
feature the traditional alumni
banquet and Emeritus Club luncheon. along with a variety of
other events.
Scheduled at 7 p.m. Saturday.
April 26, in the Curris Center
ballroom, the banquet will
feature the recognition of two
Distinguished Alumni, presentation of two 25-Year Service
Awards and announcement of the
1986 Distinguished Professor of
the Year.
New officers and executive
council members of the Alumni
Association will be installed at
the conclusion of the banquet
program.
Members of the class of 1936
will be honored at the Emeritus
Club luncheon to begin at 11:30
a.m.`Friday. April 25, in the Curris Center ballroom. The
Emeritus Club is made up of

Murray State alumni who have
celebrated the 50th anniversary
of their graduation.
Recipients of Distinguished
Alumni Awards will be Jerry Don
Crutchfield of Nashville, '57,
senior vice president of MCA
Music, and Dr. Charles W.
Mercer of Memphis,'56, director
of the University of Tennessee
Medical Center, William F.
Bowld Hospital.
Staff members to receive
25-year recognition will be Bill
Holt, director of the West Kentucky Livestock Show and Exposition Center, and Jo Leslie.
cashier in the University Store.
Other activities in the schedule
include:
Thursday, April 24 - Faculty
Brass Quintet Recital at 8 p.m. in
the Farrell Recital Hall of the
Doyle Fine Arts Center. no admission charge.
Thursday through Saturday,
April 24-26 -• MSU Dance

BSA MUSEUM

Theatre Production titled "Dance
in America" at 8 p.m. in the
Johnson Theatre of the Doyle
Fine Arts Center,' Admission is
$4: students and'sehior citizens
$3. Reservations may be made by
calling 762-6797.
Friday, April 25 - MSU Choir
concert at 8 p.m. in the Annex
Recital Hall of the Doyle Fine
Arts Center, no admission
charge.
Saturday. April 26- Blue-Gold
Football Scrimmage at noon in
Stewart Stadium; rededication
ceremonies at 3:30 p.m. for the A.
Carman
Animal
Health
Technology Building on College
Farm Road; and a Twilight
Track Meet at 4:30 p.m. in
Stewart Stadium.
Sunday. April 27 - Paducah
Symphony concert at 3 p.m. in
Lovett Auditorium. Robert Baar
conductor. Tickets in advance
through the alumni office $5 each.
Tickets at the. door $7 each, $5
_

each for students and senior
citizens.
The annual Student Art Show
will be on exhibit throughout the
four days in the Clara M. Eagle
Gallery of the Doyle Fine Arts
Center. Hours are 7:30 a.m. to 9
p.m. Thursday and Friday. 10
a.m. to 4 p.m. Saturday and 1 to
4 p.m. Sunday.
Donna Herndon, director of
alumni affairs, said reservations
for the alumni banquet are $8 per
plate and for the Emeritus Club
luncheon $6.50 per plate and
should be made in the Office of
Alumni Affairs no later than
April 23.
For more information or to
make meal or Paducah Symphony concert reservations, interested persons may contact the
Office of Alumni Affairs, Sparks
Hall, Murray State University.
Murray, Ky.. 42071. telephone
(502)762-3737s* 762-6926.
e2Ni11111.1..'"•

ONE STEP CLOSER

Elsewhere...
11) the Itstertated Preis,

TRIPOLI, Libya - Libyan leader Moammar Khadafy
demanded that President Reagan be tried as a war criminal and
murderer of children. Demonstrators took to the streets early today to back his anti-American diatribe.
WASHINGTON - Moammar Khadafy is alive but he may be
wounded, he may have fled into the desert and opponents of his
regime may be "trying to take matters into their own hands." according to administration officials sifting through intelligence
from Libya.
WASHINGTON - The Reagan administration, stung by
cancelation of summit planning talks, lashed out at the Soviet
Union for a lack of progress in easing superpower tensions and
blamed the Kremlin for not stopping the latest U.S.-Libyan
military confrontation.
WASHINGTON - House Republicans, who in a surprise move
voted to block President Reagan's proposed $100 million in
assistance for the Nicaraguan rebels, expressed confidence they
can revive the package later.
HAVANA - The 25th anniversary of the Bay of Pigs invasion is
being observed today but that historical turning point is being
given equal billing by the government media with the U.S. attack
on Libya.
NEW YORK - Recent findings that people in industrialized
societies often carry traces of the toxic chemical dioxin in their
fat tissue may explain why the substance's health hazards have
been so hard to document, a researcher says.
H ASHINGTON - The U.S. economy will be aided in 1986 by
falling interest rates, plunging oil prices and a weaker dollar, but
the favorable impact may not show up until the second half of the
year, many economists believe.
CHARLOTTE, Vt. - Most of New England's woods have been
clear-cut many times over. But roughly two dozen New England
forest stands such as Williams Woods in this town have survived
Untouched over the centuries. These are virgin forests, and conservancy groups in the region are beginning to take notice.
WASHINGTON - The government has upgraded its inquiry into Ford Motor Co. automobile front seatbacks that can fall
backwards, and expanded the investigation to cover millions of
small and mid-sized cars.
WASHINGTON - The Army has lifted a grounding order affecting its fleet of new Apache helicopter gunships, saying it had
traced a problem with the flight-control assembly to two special
bolts.
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Inspector Steven Richardson of the Kentucky Finance Administration Cabinet's Division of Engineering and Boy Scout
National Museum director Darwin Kelsey made an inspection
tour of the building this morning. Aside from some minor flaws in

the touch-up paint. Kelsey said the renovation was going
smoothly. Opening day for the facility is scheduled for May 24.
museum officials say.
%UM photo In Iht• id TN.

Response to Libyan bombing seen

Backlash of terrorisnitaking shape
WASHINGTON (API - The surge in terrorism anticipated by the Reagan administration after the U.S. bombing of
Libya took shape today with the murders of
three kidnap victims in Lebanon. an attempt to put explosives aboard an Israeli
airliner in London and fire bombs thrown at
a U.S. Marine post in Tunisia.
In Khartoum, the U.S. Embassy announced today the evacuation of some 200
dependents of mission employees and other
personnel from Sudan. apparently because

of Libyan threats against' American
targets.
The announcement came after an embassy employee was shot in the head in
Khartoum late Tuesday and thousands of
people on Wednesday burned American
flags and shouted slogans to protest the
U.S. bombing raid on Libya.
An embassy statement did not name
specifically Libya. Sudan's neighbor to the
northwest, but apparently referred to Col.
Moammar Khadafy's government, as no

other neighboring nation has threatened attacks on U.S. interests. Libya called for attacks on American interests worldwide
after the air raid.
In Libya, Khadafy was reported alive but
possibly wounded in the bombing raid on
his headquarters Monday night. Administration officials sifting through intelligence reports said there were indications he had left Tripoli, the capital, and
had gone into the desert amid reports of
fighting within the military.

Stroup contract renewal urged by SGA
A resolution encouraging the
board of regents of Murray State
University to renew the contract
of Dr Kala M. Stroup as president has been unanimously
adopted by the Student Govern-ment-Asaochattorr-Srmictr
Failure to renew the contract
-would not only cost the unh•ersity a capable and efficient administrator but would also have
a very negative impact on the
relative order, stability and

4701•1

credibility the university has enjoyed since Iherl arrival." the
resolution read.
She began her tenure as the
seventh president of Murray
State University and the first
woman --prwtoitiettl----in- the-Mote—
system of higher education in
Kentucky in the summer of 1983
Her present contract expires
.June 30, 1987
The resolution urges Mrs
Stroun if an offer of a new con.

tract is extended to her, to #cept
It and to "continue to work to
keep Murray State a studentoriented quality institution of
higher education . •
In urging extension of her service-to ?ailrrii-y-grafe thtudent
Senate resolution reads that:
- "She has been a strong voice
for Murray State University in
particular and higher education
in general in the Commonwealth
of Kentucky "

- "She has formed and
directed a management team
that has brought stability and
continuity to the university.
qualities needed at the time she
- "She has shown herself to he
sincerely concerned with student
needs and is accessible to
students trough her public
forums and meetings with student organizations.'

•
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Deshetler charged by police department
Murray Police have charged
William Deshetler Jr., 22, of
Ashtabula County, Ohio, in connection with the theft of a van
and tools earlier this month.
MPD Detective Charles
kar

MSU Jazz Night
being moved to l.o‘ett
The "MSU Jazz Night"
scheduled for Thursday at 7
p.m. has been moved to Lovett
Auditorium instead of the
quadrangle as orginally
scheduled.
The concert will feature Jazz
Bands I and II and two jazz combos. John Schlabach, who
directs the jazz bands, said the
groups will play a variety of
music

Peeler said Deshetler has been
charged with theft by unlawful
taking in the April theft of the
van belonging to Neal
StubblefFeld.
Also charged in connection
with the incident is a female
juvenile from Murray. Peeler
said. She is charged with receiving stolen property.
Deshetler was apprehended
Saturday night by Joe Pat Carraway near Carrav..ay's Neale
Road residence. Carraway and
his wife heard glass breaking as
they returned to their home
about 9:15 p.m. Saturday and
Carraway noticed a man running from the house.
During the pursuit of the man.
Carraway was shot in the hand,
but he and a neighbor. Steve
Brandon, apprehended

Deshetler and held him until
Calloway County Deputy Sheriff
Max Dowdy arrived a few
minutes later.
Deshetler was charged with
first degree burglary and first
degree assault in that incident
and lodged in Calloway County
Jail. Bond was set at $15,000.
Deshetler is scheduled to appear in Calloway County
District Court today.

Protesters hit the streets
in Tripoli this morning
TRIPOLI, Libya (AP — Protesters took to Tripoli's streets
early today in a show of support
for Col. Moammar Khadafy's
demand that President Reagan
be tried as a war criminal and
murderer of children because of
the U.S. bombing raid on Libya.

PRESIDENTIAL RESEARCH FELLOWSHIPS — Dr. Allan L. Beane and Dr. Joseph T. Fuhrmann
(from left), selected for $4,000 Presidential Research Fellowships for 1986-87 at Murray State University, look over the plaque engraved with the names of recipients from past years. Holding the plaque are
Dr. Rata M. Stroup, Murray State president. and Dr. Peter Whaley, chairman of the Committee for Institutional Studies and Research, which selects recipients. See related story on page 'lino.

LBL Nature Extravaganza takes to the road
with area field trips and assorted programs
Here comes spring. And
Nature Extravaganza. Land Between The Lakes(LBL)and Lake
Barkley State Resort Park are
again cosponsoring this special
weekend. This year's theme is
"birds," and on April 18-20, both
birds and bird enthusiasts will
rendezvous at Lake Barkley for
a weekend of field trips and
programs.- Karl Maslowski, noted filmmaker and naturalist, will present his new film, "Barren
Ground Summer." Over a
45-year career, Maslowski has
produced numerous awardwinning wildlife and conservation
movies for clients such as MGM
and Walt Disney. He also authors
an award-winning newspaper col--Maslowski is the featured
speaker, and the featured bird
,••••
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this year will be the ruffed
ed for those who wish to attend
grouse. The grouse was reinonly the lodge programs. Field
troduced to LBL in the fall of
trip participation is limited, so
1985. On a field trip, participants
advance registration by mail is
will have an opportunity to listen
required. For more information.
for the drumming of the ruffed
call (502)924-5602. ext. 233, Mongrouse and observe the use of
day through Friday, 7:00 a.m. to
telemetry equipment. Other pro3:30 p.m., or write Nature Exgrams will feature wild turkey,
travaganza, Land Between The
giant Canada geese, hummLakes, Golden Pond. Kentucky
ingbirds,
bluebirds,
and - 42231.
swallows. Groups will have an opWeekend participants who
portunity to observe the unusual
wish to stay at Lake Barkley
courtship ritual of the woodcock.
State Resort Park must make
Programs will be conducted on
room reservations by contacting
bird photography and bird sound
the park directly at P.O. Box 790,
recording. Beginners, as well as
Cadiz, Kentucky 42211, or by callmore advanced ornithologists,
ing (502)924-1171. There is a
will enjoy a range of workshops.
15-percent reduction on room
Participants can join in for the
rates for Nature Extravaganza
entire weekend or attend only the
participants and callers must in19.4ike- Progr'W"--.4tegts! 4,
0,• dicate -they are Nature Elt,-----fees are $6 for adults and $2-for
travaganza participants. Lodging
students. A $2 fee will be chargfees do not include activity fees.
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PERSPECTIVE
Following Georgia's
ethical example
A faculty investigation conducted for the regents of the
University of Georgia has
concluded that for a period of
at least four years, there has
been a pattern of favoritism
in the admission and advancement of athletes at the
university, and that university administrators, including
the president, were aware of
it.
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The president, Fred C. Davison, who recently resigned,
denied any involvement, but
other university officials,
among them the vice president for academic affairs
(herself a former U.S. commissioner of education), said
he was as aware of it as they
were but that he wished to be
in a posture of not knowing
"until after the fact."
At first glance, all that
seems to fall squarely into
the category of "so what else
is new?" Coming after a very
public lawsuit in which a former University of Georgia
teacher was awarded $2.5
million on charges that she
had been fired for complaining about such favoritism, the
report appears to be an especially obvious case of whatever is the opposite of gilding
the lily. Yet, the investigation
prz.mpted by the suit is
isual, if not unique, not only at
the University of Georgia, but
anywhere in the American
academic world. That's an
appalling bit of information,
but it makes an obvious suggestion, If Georgia van-profit-.
ably launch such an inquiry
after a scandal, why can't
other institutions that engage
in big-time sports conduct
them from time to time before there's a scandal? Why

the white house
WASHINGTON (AP) - "The
biggest problem of a free
democracy is that you can't do
very many things secretly," one
White House aide observed this
week after the surprise bombing
raid against Libya.
This administration, despite
President Reagan's constant
complaints to the contrary, has
been more effective than most in
cutting off the flow of information about the president's work
behind closed doors.

ds

1

Nevertheless, much was
known about White House intentions leading up to the attack
itself.
Reagan reiterated his willingness to retaliate for terrorist
acts against Americans if he
could determine responsibility.
And U.S. officials spoke openly
of the strength of their evidence
tying Col. Moammar Khadafy's
regime to the fatal bombing of a
West Berlin nightclub.
Senior administration officials
even disclosed, almost a week
before the air raid, that
Reagan's key advisers were
agreed that he should take
military action to punish the
perpetrators of the April 5 disco
bombing. They even noted that
Reagan's hard-line aides had
been joined by Defense
Secretary Caspar Weinberger,
who in the past had opposed
retaliatory raids out of concern
for the innocent and the longrange effects of such a policy.

not, indeed, make periodic
self-reporting one of the
NCAA's conditions of good
standing for intercollegiate
competition?
Few such inquiries will reveal the full truth of what's
going on in any particular
university. There are subtle
ways of evading standards or,
worse, of establishing programs open to all students
that are so easy that anyone
can survive. Still, it's hard to
imagine a more effective way
of giving the faculty some
check on the most flagrant
abuses.
In the Georgia case, there's
no question that favors were
requested and granted. Because of the large number of
academically unqualified athletes who were admitted to
the university, the report
said,"the athletic department
chose to fund directly the establishment of a Developmental Studies laboratory
that was subsequently used as
a route for an athlete to
bypass the established academic standards" of the university. "What do you want us
to do?" Davison was alleged
to have asked. "Play high
school football?"
The answer to that question is that if you can't find
college "players who can do
college work, then better to
play high school football than
turn the whole university into
a high school (or, just as likely, into a remedial school). If
colleges want to hire athletes.
-maybe- They• shotrld.do - so.'Bin
if they do, they should also
stop pretending that Saturday's heroes are real students. Who'll be the first to
follow Georgia's salutary, if
belated, example?

by michael putzel
The officials, speaking on condition of anonymity, said no
time or targets had been
selected, although Reagan
himself has since told USA Today he knew on April 9 — five
days before the attack — when
and where the strikes would occur. He said he was careful not
to say so as he answered a
myriad of questions about Libya
that night during a nationally
broadcast news conference.
About the same time, Pentagon officials disclosed that two
U.S. aircraft carriers were
canceling port calls and returning to stations in the
Mediterranean.
Their movements were used
in the days to come as an indicator of Reagan's intentions,
but observers were misled when
the flattops seemed to be in a
holding pattern off Sicily. The
big ships actually moved in
under cover of darkness to take
up stations off Libya just before
the attack began.
By the end of the week,
members of Congress were complaining the administration
wasn't keeping them informed
of developments, and several
warned that the president was
required by the War Powers Act
to consult Congress before attacking Libya.
"Any public discussion or
notification could have jeopardized the mission," said one
White House official, speaking
on condition he not be identified

by m.c. garrott

Meeting a first cousin you never knew
you had can be a meaningful experience
I had a great experience last
weekend. I met for the first time
a first cousin I didn't even know
I had and others whom I had only known by name for almost 60
years.
It all took place at a reunion
held in Hopkinsville of the
descendants of my mother's
Christian County family — that
of Dudley Jefferson McClendon
and his wife, Ella.
Ours is the sixth generation of
the McClendon family in Christian County, so I learned. The
first postmaster at Hopkinsville
was a McClendon, appointed by
President Thomas Jefferson.
That ought to qualify me for
"The sons of The American
Revolution," or something!
Since our grandfather's death
in 1926, there had been virtually
no contact between most of us.
My brothers and I didn't know
much about any of our cousins
on our mother's side, and they
didn't know much about us.
The void dates back to our
grandfather's death and the circumstances involved when his
estate was settled. He and my
grandmother, who died of a
heart attack four months before
I was born, had five children —
three sons and two daughters.
My mother was their youngest.
• • •
As so often sadly happens in
such situations, they got into
some sort of a squabble over the
way the estate was settled. Two
brothers, with a total of seven
children, went one way, while
my Mother, her sister and a
brother with their six went the
other.
More than 50 years passed
before we realized how stupid it
all was and how devastating to
family relationships this can be

Then one of the "girls," now living in Macon, Ga., took the lead
in pulling the scattered cousins
and their families together.
A handful showed up at an initial reunion attempt in 1973, but
this time 33 cousins, second
cousins, husbands and wives
came to this one for an afternoon
of getting acquainted, showing
and taking pictures and simply
trying to put all the pegs in the
proper family holes.
Of the 13 first cousins, eight
were there. Three are deceased,
while two were unable to make it
because of illness. It was great
fun.
• • •
The cous'in I never knew I had
came from near Tampa, Fla.,
where she and her fun-loving
and witty 80-year-old husband
live in retirement. They met in
Independence, Mo., 45 years ago
and were married 10 days later.
"I don't mess around," he
chuckled.
For years, they traveled the
United States together in their
own trailer-tractor rig, hauling
almost anything they could buy
almost anywhere they could sell
It. They have made many trips
to Europe, buying and selling
antiques. They say they loved
every minute of it. "There's
nothing like it," she says, and
she means it.
He is a second cousin of Harry
S. Truman. The youngest of
their three children is named for
the late president. Traveling is
so much in their blood, they
spend much of their time today
leisurely touring the country in
their motor home.
• • •
Some of us took advantage of
the opportunity to locate and see
once again our grandfather's

home place. I was only a small
boy that last time I was there,
but I remembered how it looked
then.
It doesn't look like that today,
though. That's why we had a little trouble finding it. The house
is still there with its original
fireplaces, and is in good shape.
But the big stable once across
the lanes in the woods, is gone,
having burned. The trees around
it have long since been bulldozed away, and the big pond in
one corner of the hog lot where
we waded, skipped rocks and
sailed imaginary "ships" has
been filled in.
An auto repair shop is now in
the rear of the place, and where
the pond was is a small used car
office and a limestone rock
parking area for the cars — except there were no cars. Didn't
look like business was very
good.
I've passed the place many
times traveling west on 1-24 and
didn't realize it. The old house is
only a couple hundred yards to
the right and about a mile west
of the interstate overpass over
the Hopkinsville-Fort Campbell
road.
Two miles to the east we
located historic old Salem Baptist Church, where my mother
and dad were married Nov. 7.
1917. It is beautiful in its rural.
hilltop setting, gleaming white
with a new covering of
aluminum siding, a picturesque
steeple and a brand new "front
—
The old windows, doors and
hand-hewn log joists beneath the
floor attest its age, however.
Services still are held there —
same as ever.
•

•

•

Our Macon cousin could have

business mirror
NEW YORK I AP) — The savings rate in the United States
last year was just a bit more
than one-fifth of that in Japan,
giving rise again to lamentations about the American
character.
If Americans can't save, it is
asked, how can they fund
government debt, finance industry, expand the economy,
and create a greater material
well-being in the old tradition?
The questions suggest
mysterious elements at work,
one of the most popular of these
being that there might be a basic
flaw in the American psyche.
But in fact, there is little
mystery, and most likely no flaw
either.
You judge:
—Earnings on U.S. savings
are taxed. Interest on borrowing
is tax-deductible. That is, in the
United States, where the savings
rate last year was 4.6 percent of
disposable income, the incentive
is to borrow rather than save.

111P

retired long ago, but, a widow.
she prefers to keep working. She
is an administrative assistant to
the commanding general — a
three-star lieutenant general —
at Werner-Robbins Air Base
there.
Another came all the way
from Dallas, where he is a
salesman. Another and his family came from Sedalia. Mo.
. Mary Dudley Ferguson. a
staff writer on "The Kentucky
New Era at Hopkinsville, is one
of my second cousins. Her dad,
John Dudley Bootyi McClendon, lives at Trenton and is a son
of one of,my mother's brothers.
He is almost 80 years old.
Mary Dudley, who shared
with me some of her newspaper
experiences following the tragic
plane crash last December that
killed so many Fort Campbell
soldiers, is married to Russell
Ferguson, who retired from the
State Police not long ago after
more than 20 years.
Much of his time he flew
helicopters and small planes for
the State Police as a sort of "spy
in the- sky.— OTT the lookout Mr=
speeding motorists below.
• • •
I have shared all this with you
not merely to tell you something
of my mother's family and my
new-found cousins, but to urge
you, too; to plan get-togethers
with your kinfolk.
Time passes so quickly, and it
gets away from us if We aren't
iifirFuf -it Therr"tritarC45the
a time when you might wish you
had.
I'm glad we did, for its great
fun, and an experience which
can be meaningful, memorable
and heart-warming. I strongly
recommend it.

by john cunniff
In Japan, where the rate was
22.4 percent, most savings are
completely shielded from taxes.
—There is a bulge in the U.S.
population at age 25-44. These
are spending years — for furniture, education, housing and
the like. The years for saving
come later.
— The Social Security system
in the United States covers a
greater range than does Japan's
system, reducing the anxiety to
save. And corporate pensions
also lower the anxiety level.
The Japanese are obliged to
save for their retirements,
which usually begin at age 55.
Japanese corporate pensions
are not nearly so generous. Instead, workers receive bonuses
— one or two a year — which
they put away for old age.
— Americans are
homeowners. Many have considerable equity in their houses.
which they think of as their
financial security. Because they
own larger homes than do the
Japanese, their needs for fur-

niture and appliances are
greater.
—Credit accounts in Japan
are like they used to be in the
United States — back in the
1930s: A little black book at the
local store. In the United States
the credit system has been
revolutionized by plastic.
Five years ago, the average
unpaid balance per American
cardholder was $375. Today, it is
$939 and is projected to be close
to $3,000 by 1990.
While these distinctions illuminate the subject, they don't
fully explain it. The U.S. savings
rate that critics so often complain about may be actually
lower than some of them realize.
Included in the U.S. rate are

contributions of employers to
pension plans. "Break this out of
the savings rate, and you actually have negative personal voluntary savings." says economist
James Christian of the U.S.
League of Savings Institutions.
To him, this is "frightening in
its own right." If the United
States didn't have foreign savings last year, he says. it would
have had $5S billion left after
financing the federal deficit to
run a $4 trillion economy.
As he sees it, there are distinct
reasons why Americans don't
save as much as the Japanese.
There is little mystery to the differences between Japanese and
American's in this regard: each
reacts to conditions and needs.

looking back
Ten years ago
The Murray-Calloway County
Board of Realtors announced
plans to observe Private Property Week locally April 18-24.
An organizational meeting for
a local chapter of the League of
Women Voters was announced
with two state League of Women
Voters officials scheduled to
attend.
/says Elsie Barrett, 61, was
fatally injured in a traffic acci-

1110k1F1FItirr
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dent at the intersection of 10th
and Payne streets.
Twenty years ago
Carol Rolfe was third runnerup and Patsy Lax was fourth
runnerup inthe Miss Kentucky
USA pageant held in Mayfield.
With the exception of only one
B in physical education, Randy
Patterson, son of Mr. and Mrs.
R. B. Patterson, had a straight A
record at David Lipscomb College in Nashville. The 1962
Calloway County High valedictorian finished four years of college with a 3.98 grade point
average, .02 shy of the perfect
4.0 earned by Carol Tomlinson of
Nashville.
The year marked the first
time in David Lipscomb's
75-year history that a student
finished with a perfect average..
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Thirty years ago
Ed Fenton was elected president of th Murray Junior
Chamber of Commerce. Other
officers included Harold
Beaman, internal vice president. Richard Hart, external
vice president. Dr. Robert
Stivers, secretary. and William
M Boyd, treasurer. Directors
were -Robert- Hopktng.—
'4 John Sammons and Z. C. Enix.
j-a:
The Murray Electric System
announced it had begun operations in new facilities at Fourth
and Olive.
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MURRAY TODAY
community events
Thursday. April 17
The Business & - Pror•
fessional Women will
meet at 6:30 p.m. at the
nortbside branch of People's Bank.
---The first night of a
revival will be held at
Calvary Baptist Church
at 6:30. Bro David
Gossum will be the
evangelist, Larry
Gregory will lead the
songs. Paula Gregory
will play the piano and a
special song will be
featured. Pastor C.W.
Jackson invites
everyone to attend.
---The Murray-Calloway
County Hospital
Diabetes Association
will have a meeting at 7
p.m. in the third floor
classroom of the
hospital. Dr. Richard
Blalock will be the guest
speaker.
---The first night of a
revival at Temple Hill
United Methodist
Church will be held at 7
p.m. The Rev. Nowell
Bingham of Murray
First Methodist will be
the evangelist. The
pastor. Rev. Kendrick
Lewis and the membership of Temple Hill invite the public to attend.
- - -There will be a Ladies
Fun Night at Oaks Country Club at 6 p.m.
Hostesses are Ada Sue
Roberts and Melva Hat-

Thursday, April 17
char..Formore informa.
Lion call 759-9517.
---The Union Carbide/Martin Marietta
Retirees Association
will meet at 5 p.m. at the
Bonanza Restaurant.
MacArthur Moore will
speak on Home Safety.
- --The Murray Single
Connection will meet at
7 p.m. at the First
United Methodist
Church. Special guest
speaker will be Mike
Perlow who will discuss
"Building and maintaining your self-esteem."
---A Prepared Childbirth
Class will be held from 7
to 9 p.m. in the Murray.
Calloway County
Hospital third floc,
classroom.
---The April meeting for
the Calloway County
Association has been
cancelled until May.
---Friday, April 18
Twin Lakes RV Camping Club will have their
April meeting at Piney
Campgrounds Friday
through Sunday. C.W.
Jones will be
wagonmaster.
---The second 'night of a
revival will be held at
Calvary Baptist Church
at 6:30. Rev. David
Gossum will be the
evangelist.

Friday. April 18
-The Murray Single..
Connection will meet at
People's Bank parking
lot at 6 p.m. and will eat
and attend Aurora
Music Barn.
---The second night of a
revival will be held at
Temple Hill United
Methodist Church at 7
p.m. Rev. Nowell
Bingham of Murray
First Methodist will be
the evangelist.
---The Preschool Interagency Planning
Council will meet from 1
to 2 p.m. in the Special
Education Building.
Room 212, Murray State
University.
---There will be a Spring
Festival at Calloway
County High School
from 6:30 to 9 p.m.
--- There will be round
and square dancing
from 7:30 to 11 p.m. at
the Lynn Grove Roller
Rink. Featured wil be
the Sharecroppers
Band.
Saturday, April 19
There will be a Pancake Breakfast and
yard sale starting at 6
a.m. at The Martin's
Chapel United
Methodist Church.
An early prenatal
class -will be held from 9.
to 11 a.m. in the third
floor classroom of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
---The U.S. Coast Guard
Auxiliary „
Murray

Mirrray Ledger & Times

lo Burkccti. editor

Anniversary celebration planned
Saturday. April 19
flotilla will offer
courtesy marine examinations for boats up
to 26 feet in length at the
Bel Air Center.
---Twin Lakes RV Camping Club will hold their
April meeting at Piney
Campgrounds. A
potluck will be held at
night. C.W. Jones will be
wagonmaster.
---The Garden Department of the Murray
Woman's Club will have
a bake sale, house, bedding and perennial
plants, white elephants
and miscellaneous
items at the Club House
parking lot at 704 Vine
Street from 9 a.m. to
noon.
---Calvary Baptist
Church will hold the
final night of a revival
at 6:30 p.m. Bro. David
Gossum will be the
evangelist.
- --P.E.O. Sisterhood,
Chapter M. will hold a
luncheon meeting at
noon in the home of Mrs.
Harry Sparks.
-- - Temple Hill United
Methodist will hold the
final night of a revival
at 7 p.m. Rev. Nowell
Bingham of First
Methodist will be the
evangelist.
- -- The Murray Shrine
Club will hold its monthly social at the Boston
Tea Party at the Holiday Inn beginning at 6
p.m.
-- -The Bel Air Merchants Association will
sponsor a boat show at
the Bel Air Center.

"Earl and Eulala Partin will be celebrating 50
years of marriage on
May 3. There will be a
renewal of wedding
vows and a buffet reception held at Grace Baptist Church in Belleville.
Mich.
Originally from Murray, they are now
residing in Yspilanta,
Mich.
Among those
celebrating will be the
couples children:
Chelsea Porter, Barbara Caira, John Partin
and Linda Mullins.
Their grandchildren are
Dale and Mary Morgan;
Kathy Opatik; Dennis
Caira; Johnny, Jimmy
and Wendy Partin; Lindya, Jacquelynn and
Shannon Mullins. Greatgrandchildren are
Roger, Liza and Becky
Morgan; Michael and
Kelly Opatik and Cammie Leigh Caira.

Mr. and Mrs. Earl Partin
Fussy
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Harry. He's "compulsive obses- "Shoot the ducks while they're
sive"; everything must be in flying!"
"perfect" order at all times or
***
he's inappropriately upset. Your
problem is dealing with your
DEAR ABBY: I am 39, and last
husband's compulsive behavior
month my _husband of three years
unless(or until) you can persuade
died. We were very much in love,
him to see a therapist and put an
and the loss is almost unbearable.
end to it.
In the past few weeks I've received
dozens of cards and notes,for which
* 9 *
I'm grateful, but many were addressed "Mrs. Jane Doe" or just
DEAR ABBY: While waiting for a
"Jane Doe."
smog check at a gasoline station, I
Abby, I'm widowed, not divorced!
met a man and we got to talking.
The omission of my husband's first
I'm a Widow, 68 years young. He
name hurts_ me.. Maybe. nil „too
-told- me-he w-as a widower, age-70.
sensitive, but my husband's name is
As it turned out, we both belong to
dear to me. I've lost him; I don't
the same health club and we seem to
want to lose his name as well.
have a lot in common. I liked his
Please remind your readers that a
looks and thought he'd make a nice
widow is entitled to, and wants to,
friend.
use her husband's full name. It's one
My car was ready first, so as I was
small way she can keep him close to
paying my bill, I thought to myself,
her.
"Why not give him my phone numHEARTBROKEN IN OHIO
ber so he can call me?"
I tore a deposit slip with my name
DEAR HEARTBROKEN:
and address on it out of my check- Please accept my heartfelt consaying,
book and handed it to him,
dolences. I shall print your let"Here's my phone number. Call me, ter, hoping it will spare other
and maybe we can have coffee widows the pain you have exsometime." He smiled and seemed perienced.
pleased.
Please consider that those who
Well, it's been two weeks, and I "hurt" you when they omitted
Do
from
him.
haven't heard a peep
your husband's first name in
you think I was too forward?
addressing their cards and notes
WAITING of sympathy did so unwittingly.
So give them an"A"for thoughtDEAR WAITING: Too for- fulness and a "D" for lack of
ward? Absolutely not. I say, awareness.

Crossett named to Who's Who

BACK To The
FUTURE r=

MGHLAAVERE

$ 395

Boston Tea Party, U.S. 641 S.,
Holiday Inn — 6 a.m.-10 p.m.
Everyday — 753-0910

Sun. & Holidays-1 p.m.•10 p.m.

.•

American Value are still in style!
chestnut et. 753-3314

Slip into Something Comfortable at..

WE NEED A LOGO
I

Wife
'
s

Messing

By Abigail Van Buren

DEAR ABBY: My husband is a
fanatic about neatness. When Harry
(not his real name) comes home
from work, he zooms through the
house, snatching every toy he sees
to put away. Our children, 2 and 4,
may keep the toy they're holdingthe rest Daddy sees as "clutter." It's
hard to explain to a 3-year-old why
she can't find the bear she was
TONI I t •4 Ill
playing with only minutes before.
Hannah & Her Sisters
I am not a poor housekeeper, but I
STARTS TOMORROW
have to fight to keep the Sunday
Bel-Air Center
CROSSROADS
paper an extra day if I didn't finish
reading it. Christmas morning Harry
We are pleased to anRol Mocchso
sat with a garbage bag while presnounce that Alyce Edents were being opened so-the boxes
mOlas—bria"e7
eTeer
and wrapping paper could be disNick Swift, has made
carded immediately. ("Hand the
her selections from our
trash to Daddy, then you may open
bridal registry for
another present.") Christmas card
decorative accessories
TOM HAWS SIELLEY LNG
envelopes with addresses I needed
Alyce and Nick will be
were thrown out while the mail was
married June 14.
being opened.
When Harry and I were dating, I
1
=
Pg 42I
teased him because he did his laundry every day. He explained that if
central canter 753-3314
.406,4411,
444
anything happened to him, he didn't
By CECILV BROWNSTONE
want anyone to find a pair of dirty
Associated Press Food F,dttor ,
socks in his apartment! I thought he
THI R•S() SHOW FRI.
was kidding; now I know he was
BACKYARD SUPPER
s41 A SI
- 1.341 OM.%
Drumstick Grill, serious.
My self-esteem as a housekeeper is
Salads, Cornbread,
because I can't keep everything
shot
Potato Chips, Ice Cream
perfect for Harry. Does Harry have
Cones
Illit1,1n
IIle
a problem? Or do I have one?
Drumstick Grill
END OF ROPE
7:11415 8:55
12 chicken drumsticks
4 tablespoons
DEAR END: Psychiatrists
vegetable oil
have a name for people like
4 tablespoons ketchup
ra I)
2 to 3 tablespoons
lemon juice
F.NDS TOSITE•7: 15 9:10
2 tablespoons soy
Something for everyone every
The Longshot (P0-13)
sauce
STARTS TOMORROW
Rinse drumsticks and
pat dry. In a medium
Mac Crossett, grandbowl mix together the son of Dr. and Mrs. A.D.
* Country Ham Dinner
oil, ketchup,lemon juice Wallace of Murray, Ky.,
I'.OS TON ITIV•9.(55 (MI)
* 21 pc. Shrimp Dinner
and soy sauce. Add has been named to
April Fool's Day (R)
drumsticks; , turn to Who's Who Among
STARTS TOMORROW
*8 oz. Chopped Beef Steak
coat. Cover and American High School
All served with coleslaw, your choice of potat(
refrigerate 8 to 12 hours, students.
*Sean Connery
spooning marinade over
and our own homemade rolls
Crossett is a 15-yearoccasionally. Place old senior at Imchestnut et. 753-3314
drumsticks in wire maculata High School in
broiler basket, reserv- Leavenworth, Kansas.
Your Choice Only
111.1
4,
ing marinade; broil on a Even though this is only
NEW ARRIVALS
charcoal grill over his second year at Immedium-hot coals about
maculate, he has quite a
WITNESS
1
hour or until tender, list of achievements.
GOONICS • PUNTY
COMMANDO • 1W
turning and basting with
Crossett is on the
WISITSIN STORY
marinade occasionally. Knowledge Bowl Team,
Mon.-Set. 11 a.m..10 p.m.
Yields: 4 servings. the Hi-Q Academic
"Good Food, Good Service and Great

1)11 .40.
Pier 1 imports

Husband
'
s

$50 First Prize

English Sole
Liz's own whip stitched
Leather Mocassin in white or
yellow at $45.00

Plus Honorable Mention

Mac Crossett

MOTHER'S
DAY

ideas
Irr5ar.r11.-•-
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*The Logo must be unique
and have staying power.

$29.95
Tvs iIds

For More Information call the
Chamber of Commerce at 753-5171.,

Chamber of Commerce.
P.O. Box 190, Murray, Ky. 42071
All entries have to be mailed in by May I

enntliliorn

till:I :I %IL!.
oil.: "el

-.Send Entries to: JPAC Design

History are some of his
other favorite hobbies.
Crossett enjoys racketball, football, and
basketball with his
friends and skiis when
he gets the chance. He is
a new member of MENSA, an international
organization for people
with high I.Q.'s.
Crossett is busy applying to the University
of Kansas and
Massachusetts Institute
of Technology. He plans
to major in aerospace
engineering and
physics. He is looking
forward to the new
challenge of college as
he recently scored in the
upper 99 percent on the
College Boards in math
and sciences.
He is the son of Major
and Mrs. Mike Crossett.
His mother is the
former Cecelia Wallace.

Cusuplete photo
enm and nr.toration
phtlItt
an
from

•The Logo will be used for
the Jackson Purchase Arts
& Crafts Festival held in
Murray, Ky.

Contest sponsored by the Business Committee for the Arts
Jackson Purchase Arts & Crafts Festival

Team. Math Relay
Team, Chemistry, and
Physics Teams. He has
served on the yearbook
staff and Forensics
League in 'International
Extemporaneous
speaking.
Crossett is an active
participant in the county wide Gifted and
Talented Program. He
Is a National Merit Commended Scholar in the
top half of the 98 percent. He has been
awarded the recognition
as a State of Kansas
Scholar and placed third
in a Chemathon contest
In the Kansas City area
last spring.
In addition to his
academic achievements
Crossett is active in
Computer Programming and Model and
rocket designing.
Science Fiction and

...and "don't forget" the new,
affordable ladies clothing from
Cambridge Spirit, Breeches, &
Ralph Lauren.
On The Squae•Nlumy•'59-41411

i hot :.??
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We are happy to
announce
that
Melissa Paschall,
bride-elect
of
Robert Kondratke,
has selected her
gift accessories
from our bridal
registry. Melissa
and Robert will be
married June 7.
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Your Individual
Horoscope

Sweepstakes

,‘1•10

What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth sign.
FOR F'RIDAY, APRIL 18, 1986
ARIES
SCORPIO
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
(Oct. 23 to Nov.21)
It's not the new that will excite you
Instead of looking for new worlds
today, but the familiar. Opt for
to conquer on the job, dig in and
routine pleasure pursuits and comcomplete existing assignments. Go
pany that you're comfortable with.
after the sure thing.
TAURUS
SAGITTARRIS
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
Handle what needs to be done at
There is one trip that makes a lot of
home and don't let distractions
sense now and others that may prove
interfere. It's probably not the best
too costly. Stick to budgets. Students
time for visitors
should keep up with their studies
GEMINI
now.
(May 21 to June 20)
CAPRICORN
Concentration is what you need
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
today. Instead of having your fingers
It will take some extra effort on
in so many pies, do that one thing that
your part to get all the facts and
is truly important to you.
figures you need, but it's worth it.
CANCER
Know what you're getting into.
(June 21 to July 22)
AQUARIUS •
You're tempted to take risks today
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
or to try new approaches — anything
Sure, you have different entertainto avoid facing the tasks at hand.
ment options, but why let a friend
Self-discipline brings you the gains
down? You'll be happiest fulfilling
you seek.
social obligations. Be there.
LEO
PISCES
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
Apar
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
•••••
Not everything goes your way
Morning hours are best for accomtoday, but you'll appreciate the fact
plishment. Later distractions could
that loved ones hang on your every
interfere with routine. Do what is
word. Attend to their needs or
expected of you.
interests.
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept.22)
YOU BORN TODAY have adminiThe pursuit of pleasure may lead to
strative talents and can get the job
a dead end. Opt for family life rather
done. You're at your best when your
than wild adventures. Finish up those
work reflects your ideals and should
chores at home base.
avoid getting yourself in a comfortLIBRA
able rut. Let life challenge you and
(Sept. 23 to Oct.22)
t
jt
you will be fulfilled. You like to be in
There's one friend you can count
charge, but let your leadership stand
on for support and good advice today.
for something new and progressive.
There are others, though, who get in
Overcome a tendency to be too
your way or waste your time now.
conservative or rigid.

A group of preschoolers enjoy playing in the
"gym room" at the Murray
Preschool Co-op. The preschool has several openings
in the 4-year-old class.
For more information contact Jennifer Hewlett
at 753-8816.

Preschool plans open house
The Murray
Preschool Cooperative
will hold an open house
in Room 1 of the Early
Childhood Center on the
Murray State University campus Sunday,
April 20 from 2-4 p.m.
There will be a brief
presentation by Mrs.
Hussung, teacher and
Mrs. Sandy Linn, co-op
president, beginning approximately 2 p.m.
Parents interested in
enrolling their children
in the program are in-
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meeting of South Pleasant Grove

We are pleased to
announce
that
Melissa Paschall,
bride-elect of Robert
Kendra(ho
has
selected her dinnerware
crystal,
stainless and accessories from our
complete
bridal
registry. Melissa and
Robert will be married June 7.

The Showcase
7534641

121 11•44s•

Homemakers Club. Imogene Paschall brought
the devotion on Women
of the Bible. One of the
noteable quotations was
"women's words do
follow them."
Sherrie Paschall gave
the lesson on Canning
and Freezing.
Martha Butterworth
presented the lesson
"Flowers In Your Landscape." A comment
worth remembering
was gardening is the
closest you can come to
creation.
Clothing trends for
this year were given by
Hilda Miller.
Games, singing and
refreshments were enjoyed by eleven
members.
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Our Boss
says
Infant & Toddler
Size 4-6x 7-14

Warm Ups
Jewelry
Sport
s
1
/
2 Coat
Ali
OFF
Socks 10-13

Dresses
Baby Shoes &

Sandals
Teen

Dresses &
Sportswear

Boys

Jeans-Slacks
•

deb

Preceptor Omicron
Chapter of Beta Sigma
Phi held its regular
meeting recently, at the
home of Rowena
Emerson.
Vice president Barbara Williams presided
over the business
meeting in the absence
of President Brenda
Estes.
Reports were given by
officers and chairman
of the chapter. Lois
Ruig social chairman
reported that Founders

Southside Manor

lkt The Associated Press

jor
?tt.
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and planning school
activities.
.The 1986-87 Board
members will be on
hand to help answer any
questions.

You could be one often ksj couples to win a romantj tAiry
moon at The Grand Hotel, Paradise Bland Bahamas. Its an
intimate honeymoon spot, with its own spectacular ocean vier,
No purchase necessary'.

Furches Jewelry
113 S. 4th

753-?83.5

MEMBER NATIONAL ORVAL '.555 SF

Spring Fresheners
In Linens or Knits

Day will be celebrated
the weekend of May 3 at
Barkley Lodge.
Mrs. Ruig was in
charge of the program
entitled Crafts.
She displayed several
hand made dolls from
her collection.
Hostess Rowena
Emerson served
refreshments to seven
members present.
The next meeting will
be Thursday April 17. at
the Commerce Center.

Oh,those wonderful Southern Brecz..
The worm weather and the perturn,
Spring make everything feel fresk
and full of life That is true of
the exciting Spring Dresses at
Bright s too Especialiy. the mans
styles in linen blends and olso
the comfortable summer knits

smous

Travel guides can
be ordered by mail

You can order travel
books — from the standard guides of Fodor
and Michelin to more
off-beat items like
"Trekking in the Nepal
Himalaya" — by mail
or telephone from
specialty stores around
the nation.
All have free catalogs.
A partial listing:
Book Passage. This
mail order travel book
service has more than
4,000 books, maps and
phrase books (including
a Serbo-Croatian
language guide) in
stock. 57 Post St., Suite
401, San Francisco,
Calif. 94104. Toll free:
1-800-321-9785.
Complete Traveller
Bookstore. Said to be
largest travel bookstore
in the country, with
thousands of books,
maps, language tapes.
and dictionaries. 199
Madison Ave., New
York, N.Y. 10016. (212)
685-9007.
Traveller's
Bookstore. 22 West 52nd
St., New York, N.Y.
10019. (212-664-0995)
About 3,000 titles, including fiction set in
various locales around
the world.
Forsyth Travel
Library. Guidebooks.
overseas railroad
schedules and airport
information. P.O. Box

ex-

vited to attend. Also,
relatives and friends
are invited. The 1986-87
school year will begin
Aug. 27.
_This program for
three-four-year-olds is
designed to help
prepare the child for
kindergarten.
The preschool's full
time teacher is Mrs.
Sara Hussung. Parents
of the children take an
active part in the program by rotating turns
helping in the classroom

Preceptor Omicron
has recent meeting

Pleasant Grove club meets
Delyghte Humphreys
hostess for the April
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The National Bridal

Frames Drake
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Downtown Murray

2975. Shawnee Mission,
K an.6 6 2 0 1 .
913-384-04961
Wayfarer Books.
Travel and outdoor
adventures guides,
maps and language
cassettes. P.O. Box
1121, Davenport, Iowa
52805. ( 319i 355-3902.
Sandmeyer's
Bookstore. Emphasis on
practical guides,
especially to England
and Ireland. 714 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, Ill.
60605. (312) 922-2104.

NATURALIZER
1.4it

OPEN AIR

,(;

Affordable fashion to dress up your worm weather
look. Naturalizer makes it easy with this great
woven open toe style called Fountain Wear
it with all your summer wordrobe, its
ideal for work or pleasure

Macrarries &
Basket Weaves
With all the fresh new looks for
the warm season ahead, nothing is
more fitting than a beoutifulk,

crafted mocrorrie or natural fiber
handbag You will find lots of the
best styles priced for your budge,

Murray Today

By Jo Burkeen.
society editor

darge Selection One Hack of Jeans
of Handbags
lA Prier

% Off

One lark 411 I,i/ Chit-Ironic

50% off

20%-50% All Clothing
kll China. Cit-tal and
Siker nollmsare

209) to 507 Off

kll
II .14.‘‘ ch.%
,-.-)11'„

III

•
titdistA°0ftem•
p.
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Anderson trying to save center
LOS ANGELES ( AP )
— ''Night Court" judge
Harry Anderson is seeking donations to save the
historic Variety Arts
Csenter, which contains
a library on vaudeville,
hats belonging John
Barrymore, and W.C.
Yields' trick pool table.
It the Variety Arts
Center becomes the
next galleria, we lose
more than a few velvet
urtains." Anderson

told a news conference
Wednesday. "This is
such a gem, a jewel."

Milt Larsen, founder
of the center, told
reporters he called the

Anderson, star of the
NBC-TV enenedy series.
said he will lead a
troupe through a twoweek series of performances of the "Hats
Off" vaudeville revue
starting April 23 to raise
money needed to stall
foreclosure
proceedings.

Goldberg dismisses
criticism of 'Purple'
NEW YORK (AP —
Actress Whoopi
Goldberg dismisses
criticism of "The Color
Purple" and says she's
so fond of director

SRVE
Group of

Peau De Soir
Dyeables

$10

pair

Group of
Variety of Styles

Dress & Casual Shoes 1/
2 Price

the shoe tree
Southside Manor

news conference to
regretfully announce its
imminent closing.

Steven Spielberg that
"I'd marry him if I
could. But he already
did that."
"He has a wonderment about the world,"
said Miss Goldberg, who
played Celie in the
movie version of Alice
Walker's Pulitzer Prizewinning novel about a
black woman in the
South.
•'A lot of people complain, the movie doesn't
have enough lesbianism, it doesn't have
enough this or enough
that. And it is very cute
in plaees. But it's
necessary, because in
Idaho and in Nebraska,
it makes it easier to ingest," she said, in an interview in the May 8
issue of Rolling Stone.
Miss Goldberg said
criticism of the way
black men are depicted
in the movie is "a bogus
issue." She said black
men are shown as
abusive or stupid on
television and in
movies, but no one
complains.

Seafood Buffet
Try Our Fabulous Friday & Saturday Night Seafood Buffet
.des Fried Shrimp, Fried Oysters, Raw Oysters, Frog Legs, Clam Strips, Broilh. Fried Fish, Crab Rolls, Onion Rings, French Fries, Hushpuppies, and Salad

ALL YOU CAN EAT

$9.95

Tonia Casey, VISTA Volunteer for Parents Anonymous of Western Kentucky region holds a print done
by Pat Banks which is being sold for $12 by the organization. The proceeds from the sale of the print will
be used to fund various activites sponsored by the non-profit organization. The prints are available at
Frame Village. For more information on the print or Parents Anonymous, call Casey Monday through
Friday between 9 a.m. and 3:311 p.m. at '762-6862.

Springsteen featured
on new charity single
ASBURY PARK, N.J.
(AP) — Bruce Springsteen and the E Street
Band are among 450
New Jersey musicians
featured on a charity
single for the hungry.
"We Got the Love,"
by the non-profit Jersey
Artists for Mankind '36,
is to be released May 16,
Arista Records announced Wednesday.
Net proceeds from
sales of the record will
be distributed to
charities that focus on
solving the world's
hunger problems, said
JAM spokesman Lee
Mrowicki, disc jockey

and publicist at the
Stone Pony, the Asbury
Park rock club where
Springsteen launched
his career.
Others featured on the
single are Clarence
Clemons, Nils Lofgren,
Max Weinberg and
Gary Tallent, all of the
E Street Band; South
Side Johnny: and
members of the Asbury
Jukes.
The flip side, "Save
Love, Save Life,"
features, among other
artists, Frankie Valli on
vocals and Tal Farkow
on guitar.

Open 11 a.m. Mon.-Frl. 4 p.m. Sat,
Hwy. 641 N. 753-4141
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BUY NOW...BIG VALUE!

LIMITED TIME OFFER!

J.R. SULLIVAN
SALES • SERVICE • PARTS
Over 35 Years Experience

898-7342
Hwy. 68, Reidland • East

t.24 Exchange
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Table Top Stereo
'AM/FM radio
'Cassette deck
'Turntable
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50 Watt System (Only 1 in stock)

.
•50 watts/channel
.
'Dual cassette deck with high speed
.
.
dubbing
.
'Pre-set
memory luner
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$49995
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On April 3, the Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club went on a field trip to TA A's
Land Between the Lakes (1,1114. Those attending
were: (top, left to right) Myrtle Douglas, Millie
Graves, Helen Urbancic, Sallyanne Sawyer,
Faye McConnell and Rosanna Miller. Wally
Brines (center), naturalist at Woodlands Nature
Center at LBL presented to the garden department a slide show, talk and outdoor hike to see
some of the birds in the area. (bottom, left to
right) Ruby Skelton, TVA Volunteer, Marietta
Wadlington, TVA Employee. Barbara Futrell
(hidden) TVA Employee, Barletta. Wrather,
Margaret Owens, Lulu Bingham, Dorothy
Broach and Janet Wallis.

Group meets at LBL
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Fisher 100 Watt/Channel.

..
Wireless Remote Control Stereo
.
'Dual cassette deck with high speed
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Yazoo can do
home work!

The April meeting of
the Garden Department
of the Murray Woman's
Club was a field trip to
LBL where Marietta
Wadlington and Barbara Futrell from TVA
and volunteer Ruby
Skelton acted as guides.
At the visitor's center
members viewed a film
strip entitled "Magic of
the Night." From there
they were taken by vans
to Woodlands Nature
Center. Naturalist Wally Brines presented an
entertaining and informative slide show of
\ birds he had

photoghraphed in the
area. Afterward he led,
the group on a short hike
to see some of the birds
in their natural habitat.
This very special
day's outing concluded
with a business meeting
and luncheon at l'atti's
Restaurant in Grand
Rivers.
The next meeting of
the Garden Department
will be a salad luncheon
at the club house at
noon, on May 1, followed
by a visit to the Iris
Garden of Alva and
Willard Alford at
Panorama Shores.

Celebrating 100 Years of Flooring Leadership

Congoleum
Gold Seal Centennial Sale

SAVE 20%
00
/0
And Up To 10
When you buy, select high-gloss no-wax vinyl floors
Ask for your Free Gold Seal Savings Certificate
to determine your actual savings.
Come In and Select the Floor of the 80's
Highlight, Esteem, or Centennial
Sale Ends May 3

Terry's Paint & Decorating Center
Southside Shopping Center

753-3321
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St. Jude bike-a-thon set
The Central Regional better event and raises $25 receive
a St. Jude tOffice of St. Jude more money for the shirt. When
$75 is raisChildren's Research hospital. Riders are ed, the
rider receives a
Hosptial recently really needed. They barrel tote
bag and a t.
anounced that Ronald make or break a Bike-a- shirt.
Shemwell has agreed to thon."
Contact Ronald or
chair the St. Jude
Sponsors donating a Terese Shemwell,
Rt. 2,
Children's Research sum for each mile com- Hazel,
492-8308 for
Hospital Bike-a-thon in pleted are enlisted by details on
riding or
Hazel.
riders. Those who raise sponsoring a rider.
St. Jude Children's
Research Hospital was
founded by entertainer
Danny Thomas. The institution opened its
doors to the public in
The Jackson Purchase Section of the
1962 to combate
American Society for Quality Control will hold
catastrophic diseases
its regular monthly meeting on May 8, 1986. The
which afflict our
meeting will be held at the Holiday Inn in
children. St. Jude
Mayfield, Ky. This meeting has been designated
Hospital is nonsectarian, non- as Awards and Spouses' night. The guest speaker
will be Barry Fowler, Quality Engineer for
discriminatory and proGeneral Tire in Mayfield, Ky. Mr. Fowler's topic
vides total medical care
will be Section News. The meeting will begin
to over 4,200 patients.
with a social hour at 6 p.m. followed by dinner at
At St. Jude, scientists
7 p.m . Mr. Fowler's presentation will begin at 8
and physicians are
p.m. For further information and reservations,
working side by side
contact Ted Bagwell, phone number 502-247-6730.
seeking not only a better
means of treatment, but
also the causes, cures
and prevention of these
A 1981 Italian film titled "City of Women,"
terrible killers.
directed by Frederico Fellini, will be shown
All finding's and infortwice Tuesday, April 22, at Murray State Univermation gained at the
hospital are shared free- sity as the eighth program in the 1985-86 International Film Festival. Free showings of the
ly with doctors and
139-minute color movie — filmed in Italian with
hospitals all over the
English subtitles — are scheduled at 2 and 7 p.m.
world. Thanks to St.
in the Curris Center theater. Dr. Kenneth Tucker
• Jude Hospital, children
who have leukemia. of the Department of English will introduce the
Hodgkin's disease, film at the evening program. Both showings are
open to the public. The film stars Marcello
sickle-cell anemia and
Mastroianni as the hero who falls asleep on a
other child -killing
train and dreams he has stumbled into an alldiseases now have a betfemale society. Some of the women featured inter chance to live.
clude Ettore Manni, Anna Prucnal, and
The Bike-a-thon proDonatella Damiani. One film critic described it
gram is dedicated to
as "part travelogue, part apocalyptic joyride,
Jaime. Jaime is from
part funhouse, part dream, part vaudeville, part
Ohio and was diagnosed
visionary, spectacle and part roller-coaster."
with leukemia in May of
Vincent Canby of The New York Times said the
1983 and began treatmovie is "Witty and phenomenal...a dazzling
ment at St. Jude
visual display." The International Film Festival
Children's Research
is sponsored by the Center for International ProHospital. Today, her
grams, the University Center Board, the Colcancer is in remission
leges of Fine Arts and Communication and
and she is doing quite
Humanistic Studies and the Departments of Art,
well. Jaime is a living
English, Foreign Languages and History.
example of the progress
and success of the
research, patient care
and educational proSue Farthing, of New Concord, has on display
grams of this internaat the Calloway County Public Library several of
tionally recognized
her handcrafted dulcimers and other small
hospital.
wooden items. Farthing, a self-taught woodBike-a-thon chairman
worker has had much interest given to her work
She
asked
the past year, the most recent being a news story
Calloway County
in the April 13 edition of the Courier-Journal.
residents to join the St.
The wood used is from trees on the farm owned
Jude Children's
by she and her husband Tom. The dulcimer
Research Hospital
backs are made with hardwood; with more
-Wheels for Life" Bikedecorative woods used on the front and sides.
a-thon slated for April 19
The instrument features her original designs of
at the Hazel Community
hearts, oak leaves and other forms taken from
Center.
nature. Although most of the dulcimers are four
Shemwell said this
and six string. one being shown is the unique
ride honors Jaime. a
courting dulcimer which is made for two musileukemia patient at St.
cians. Also being shown are some of her handJude. "With every turn
made music boxes, piggy banks and figurines.
of the wheel, riders
"We are delighted to find a dulcimer maker right
become 'spokes'-men
here in our own community," stated Velva
for all the kids with
Maupin, library staff person. "The public is
cancer, like Jaime, who
welcome to come by during library hours to see
want to know they
the work shown in the main library and in the
aren't in this battle
library foyer," she further added.
alone." Shemwell said.
"People willing to give
time to create more
time to children crying
Temple Hill United Methodist Church is
for help stimulates a
holding a revival until Saturday. Rev. Nowell
Bingham of Murray First Methodist is the
evangelist. The pastor, Rev. Kendrick Lewis and
the membership invite the public to attend. Services are a 7 p.m. each night.
A birthday luncheon
was held March 29 at the
Murray home of Mrs.
The Garden Department of the Murray
Mellie Sills in honor of Woman's Club will have a bake goods, bedding,
her 82nd birthday.
house and perennial plants, white elephants and
Those enjoying the miscellaneous items for sale at the Club House
day with Mrs. Sills parking lot, 704 Vine St., on Saturday, April 19
were: Mr. and Mrs. T.C. from 9 a.m. to noon The public is invited.
Ratliffe, Mrs. Freeda
Lawson and daughter,
and Mrs. Shirley
Brewer. all of Missouri.
Also attending th luncheon were: Mr. and
Mrs. Hafton Garner,
Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie
Anderson, Me. and Mrs.
Nick Dworski, Murle
Dunnaway, Jewelle
Walston, Linda
Hulslander. Audrey
Sills, Elva Coleman and
Mary Irvin.
Others called
throughout the day.

DATEBOOK

ASQC to meet May 8

Temple Hill has revival

Me/lie Sills
has birthday

The United Daughters
of the Confederacy met
in March at the home of
Mrs. Harding Wells on
Gatesboro Circle. The
Vice President Dr.
Helene Visher presided
at the Business Meeting
in the absence of the
Presidemt Mrs. Inez
Claxton. The Minutes of
the last meeting were
given by the Secretary
Mrs. Glen Hodges. A
report on books read by
members was given by
Mrs. Wells.
The program was
given by Dr. Keith Heim
who spoke on "John
Brown's Raid on

'Vice' star
chases thief
MIAMI (AP) —
"Miami Vice" star Edward James Olmos'
television role came in
handy when the actor
and a friend heard a
woman scream and
chased a pair of wouldbe purse snatchers.
Olmos, who plays the
dour Lt. Martin Castillo
on the NBC-TV series,
was on his way to a banquet Wednesday when
he heard the scream
and saw two men running, he said
Asked_ if he yelled
anything at the suspects
as he gave chase, Olmos
said he called out,
"Stop! Police''

was determined to do
what he could to free
them. On the night of
October 16, 1859 he, and
a score of followers,
descended on Harper's
Ferry. WV and seized
the national arsenal
there believing that
there would be an immediate uprising of the
slaves. No such thing occurred and within a few
days the U.S. troops
under Commander-inChief of the Confederate
Armies Robert E. Lee
regained possession of
the arsenal and took
Brown prisoner. He was
tried at Charlestown,
WV, convicted of
treason and hanged on
Dec. 6, 1859.

Dr. Hal Ene Fisher, Dr. Mildred Hatcher, Lula
Bell Hodges, (back row)
Mary Wells and Dr. Keith Heim are pictured
at the March Daughters of the
Confederacy meeting.

Murray High School Band

The Harper's Ferry
insurrection had no immediate consequences
of great importance but
the fact that it was condoned in the North made
the South more determined in its defense of
slavery and this was one
of the indirect causes of
the War of Secession or
Civil War.

Dr. Keith Heim
Harper's Ferry.''
Brown, an extreme
abolitionist, was born in
1800 in Torrington, CT of
Mayflower ancestry. He
spent the years of his
early manhood in
aimless wandering in
CI', OH
and NY —
sometimes a farmer,
sometimes a shoemaker
or tanner and at other
times he was a land
speculator, a sheep
grower and/or wool
merchant. Brown married twice and was the
father of 20 children.
Brown had an aversion to slaves and he

In the social hour Mrs.
Wells served punch,
sausage balls, spinach
balls and small filled
puffs. Others attending
not previously mentioned were Mrs. Edward
Davis and her daughter
Mrs. Marvin McFarlane
from Nasvhille, Mrs.
N.A. Ezell, Mrs.
Timothy Graves, Dr.
Mildred Hatcher. Mrs.
Laura Jennings, Mrs.
William S. Major, Mrs.
Douglas Shoemaker,
Mrs. John Livesay, and
Mrs. Leonard Vaughn

In 1920. Holland refused to turn former German Kaiser Wilhelm II
over to the Allies for
punishment as a war
criminal.

Sat. 10 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Sun. 1:30-4:30 p.m.

$300

Price
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Heim gives program
at UDC meeting here

Film festival showing set

Duloimers on display
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Kentucky News In Brief
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP-) — Approximately 25
temporary employees have been. hired by the
Kentucky Farmers Home Administration to process farm-loan applications, the state director
said.
"We hired these extra people in order to get
them to work during this busy loan season,"
Kendell L. Seaton said in a news release. "They
will be a big help in assuring prompt action on
loan applications. Most of the temporary
employees are familiar with our loan processing
requirements. so will only need a minimum of
training."
The federal agency also said it has allocated
$54.000 for overtime pay to regular employees
who can put in extra time to complete farm lending in time for the planting season.
————
LEXINGTON, Ky. ( AP I — The National Independent Coal Operators Association will conduct its annual meeting here on April 24-26, according to a news release.
Featured speakers include George E. Evans
Jr., secretary of the state Energy Cabinet:

David▪ Zegeer. assistant secretary of the Mine
Safety and Health Administration, and Morgan
Massey, president of A.T Massey Coal Corp.
————
SALYERSVILLE, Ky. ( AP) — Voters in a
newly "wet" Magoffin County precinct will vo
Saturday on whether to return to prohibition.
It's the first attempt by any of the county's 13
precincts to vote dry since Jan. 4 when a countywide referendum was approved. Beer and
wine sales resumed last month in the county.
Judge-Executive Paul Salyer scheduled the
latest local option election last week, about two
months after voters in the Carty Branch precinct
requested it.
BARBOURVILLE, Ky.(AP I — Three murder
suspects have broken out of the Knox County jail
by making their way through a hole in the wall
after removing a speaker.
State police Trooper Bill Riley identified them
as Kenneth Hensley and Marty Smith, both 23,
and Ricky Merida, 22. They escaped early
Wednesday.

The Career Of Your Future Is In Our Hands!

FRANKFORT, Ky. I AP I — Gov. Martha
Layne Collins has left the state for a week-long
vacation, but her office refused to divulge details
of her trip.
Deputy press secretary Phil Miller said no information will be released about Collfns' destination or method of travel for "privacy" reasons.
The governor left Wednesday.

A two-sentence release from the governor's office said she will be "vacationing out of state for
the next few days" and is expected to return on
April 23.
Collins' office announced earlier that she
would host a reception for economic development prospects in New York City on Tuesday.
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tors when considering a selected." he said.
hand,
community
community, from its
He recalled his visits to leaders can take it to the

JUNIOR COLLEGE OF
218 north
rsocki,oh

fifth strOtt,

a2001

BUSINESS

1 '02
hopknsfle

hy 42240

502)443-8478 (502)886-1302

Jensen's speech was
part of a half-day session
for leaders in West Kentucky hogted by Murray
State President Dr. Kala
Stroup. The session also
included discussion of a
proposed
Commonwealth Center for
Business and Industrial
Development at Murray
State.
"We need to put our
heads together to find a
direction for the proposed
Commonwealth
Center for Business and
Industrial Development
and create a tighter
linkage
between
business, government
and the university."
Mrs. Stroup said.

We're changing our name, we've
improved our facilities and we've improved our quality of education to put
you on the job fast!

IC:CareerCom

corporations of America
and show them what the
community wants to do,
he said, cautioning that
the community needs to
be ''gung ho...ready to
put the time and effort
into going out and selling
your community/region,
ready to suffer the losses
(when
a
company
decides
to
locate
elsewhere)."

ncw
CIASSES
BEGIn
MAY 5

FORMERLY DRAUGHON'S JUNIOR COLLEGE

tos?

olLoxtb•

otts*.4sso
.l.c-

tt•o`(--Music Provided
by
"Big D Sound
Saturday 10-4

Reuben Jensen. a director of General Motors
Corporation talked to local
business, industry. and government
representatives Tuesday.

Cary Blankenship,
deputy secretary of the
state
Commerce
Cabinet, Dr.
John
Thompson, dean of the
College of Business and
Public Affairs and Dr.
Kenneth Winters, dean of
the College of Industry
and Technology, also
participated in the
program.
The proposed center
would contain three divisions — service components, educational programs in business and
technology and research
projects — and would
serve industrial development councils, area
development districts,
chambers of commerce
and current and potential
business
and
industry.

ROPER
OUTDOOR POWER EQUIPMENT

County Wide
Flea Market
Saturday Only

FINANCING
AVAILABLE

SPRING INTO
SUMMER SALE

FINANCING
AVAILABLE

Calloway Co.
Athletic Booster
Will Have Their
Grill Going Plus
Selling Baked Goods

Murray High Band
Boosters Will Be
Selling Hot Dogs,
Popcorn & Drinks

Best deal of the season
on the Roper
LT11 lawn tractor.
SPECIAL PRICE

$

149995

U.S.
Coast
Guard
Auxiliary Giving
Courtesy Marine
Examinations
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Sat. 19th
Providing Boat Safety Information
WSJP
Live Remote
Broadcast
Saturday & Sunday

BEL-AIR CENTER•MURRAY, KY.
•

.14 1.

•44

h tTlenteel tier
Pot ItHit,"1 as standard
irguniment
•E
Chfirh
▪
lot...led wanann,

s269995

•Time tested 6-weed Ropernua lrarrsaxle.
•Heavy duty 18 HP brim
•Electric PTO dutch
cyrinder Briggs6 Stratton
•Full range of optional
Indust naPCornmercral engine,
attachments for year-round
•Standard 44'3-blade mower
sennce
de,It
•2 ytt,r1I Itrnoted warrant,

RepotNara

Maki.Their Met Public Apparent*

The Porkers

249595
•Srh< loth ,.as,
'. Ii
•
,t,
h., Rio.. F. •-orj.i...

SPECIAL PIK

Gospel Music Show
The Kings, Seekers
and

SPECiAl PthCf

Save big when you buy
a new Roper garden
tractor now.

Sunday 2-4 pan2
Featuring

Drawings Field
Every 30 Minutes
For Prises To Be Divan Away
by the 11•1 Air Merchants
Mabee* Threw,. With Cash $et. 2100 p.m.

•Durable 11 HP synchro
balanced Briggs & Stratton
Industrial Commercial
engine
•Dependable 5 speed in -line
transaxle
•38-rich mower deck
standard equipment
•Rugged channel frame
construcbon
•2-year limited warranty

Best deal of the season
'On the new Roper
YTH16 Hydrostatic
Drive yard tractor.

2 Year Limited Warranty

ALL SEASONS LAWN & LEISURE
205 N. 4th

Murray

753-4110

tfi
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Two faculty members awarded Presidential Research Fellowships

Dr. Allan L. Beane and campus.
Both
are
Dr. Joseph T. Fuhrmann associate professors.
have each been awarded Beane in the Department
a $4,000 Presidential of Special Education and
Research Fellowship at Fuhrmann in the DepartMurray State University ment of History.
for the 1986-87 school
Fellowship selections
year.
In the 10-year-old CISR
They were selected by program are based on
the Committee on In- "academic performance
stitutional Studies and and promise," according
Research (CISR) on the to CISR chairman Dr.

Peter
Whaley.
A
fellowship includes a
$3,600 cash award and a
$400
professional
development stipend.
Beane, a faculty
member since 1977, applied for the fellowship to
complete work on a
"Dictionary Skills Software Package," the first
project of its kind ever

developed.
plication
for
the
He said the package fellowship to develop an
"provides a program extensive biography titlthat is sensitive to the ed "Rasputin — An Inneeds of children with timate Biography."
learning problems" and
enhances the value of using computers to teach
dictionary skills.
Fuhrmann, who joined
SHELBYVILLE, Ky.
the Murray State faculty
in 1978, submitted an ap- (API — Shelby County
planners have ruled
against a group of
farmers who wanted to
make a fertilizer and
soil conditioner out of
speaking on condition sludge sanitized by Jefthey not be identified, ferson Count
y's
said officials were stu- Metropolitan Se we
r
dying the possibility the District.
bomber was hit by antiMembers of the
aircraft fire and missed Shelbyville•
Its target when it drop- Simpsonville -Shelby
ped a 2,000-pound bomb. County Planning Com"We are confident mission said they were
that there was no mix- not convinced that trace
up in the targets," one metals and chemicals in
source said. "But if this the sludge wouldn't
plane was hit or had in- pollute streams and
ternal problems, it make soil unsafe.
could have lost a
Richard Hutchinson,
bomb."
manager of MSD's Mor"There is some ris Forman Wastewater
evidence that whatever Treatment Plant,
happened on this plane, speculated that the comit tried to break back mission acted out of fear
hard toward the sea," a Tuesday.
second official added.
"When you introduce
"Anything can happen something new and difin a situation like that." ferent into a small,
rural community,
there's concern it's going to change their way

which was downed during the attack on Libya
may have fallen on a
neighborhood in Tripoli,
damaging civilian
homes and the French

Embassy, Pentagon officials say.
The search for the lost
bomber was called off
after Navy ships and
planes failed to find any
trace of the aircraft or
its two-man crew, Adm.
William Crowe, chairman of the Joint Chiefs

Two arrested after
running out of bank
FLORENCE, Ky.
(AP) — The 8 a.m. coffee crowd at the E-Z
Stop Food Mart had
choice seats when two
men came running out
of the Union Deposit
Bank across the street.
"When we saw two
guys breaking out of the
bank, it was funny. You
usually see them trying
to break in." Phil
Damstrom, owner of the
mart.
"I chased after them.
They had a head start.
but I thought if I got the
license plate, it could
help the cops find
them."
Someone called
police and Damstrom
returned with the plate
number and description
of the car in which the
pair had fled.
Patrolman Wayne
Staggs caught up with
the suspects less than
three miles away and
arrested them.
John H. Stone, 55. of

Pulaski County, and
Forrest Margraves, 61,
of Somerset, were
charged later with
entering a bank with attempt to commit
larceny, said Assistant
U.S. Attorney Frederick
V. Stine.
He said the men apparently cut a hole in
the bank's roof Monday
night and hid in a back
room. About 45 minutes
after bank employees
began to arrive Tuesday, a woman saw the
men coming out of a
utility closet.
When she screamed,
another employee and a
customer came running. Stone and
Margraves herded the
tripe into a room, broke
out a side door and took
off, Stine said.
No money was taken
and no one was injured.
A .357-caliber handgun
was found in the
suspects' car. Stine
said.

of Staff, said
Wednesday.
Defense Secretary
Caspar Weinberger said
the Pentagon remained
uncertain about the
cause of the damage in
the civilian area.
"It could have come
from the plane that is
missing," Weinberger
said in Boston. "We just
don't have any idea.
"But it's a mile away
from any of the target
areas, and it was
specifically rejected as
a target even though
there's a large intelligence building right
next to the French Embassy," Weinberger
said.
Pentagon sources,

Woman carrying explosives
caught trying to board plane
LONDON (AP) — A
woman carrying explosives was arrested
today as she tried to
board an El Al Israel
Airlines jet for Tel Aviv,
and police said they
were hunting a
suspected male accomplice of Middle
Eastern appearance.
Police sealed off a
pier of Heathrow Airport's Terminal 1 where
the jet was parked, and
scoured the airport for
the man.
The woman, who was
not identified by name
or nationality, had pass-

through the tsar's wife
Alexandra He said the
biography will include
"original judgments"
and
"extensive

documentation" about
how Rasputin developed
his influence in the affairs of both Church and
state.

Planners rule against group of farmers

Embassy possibly damaged by bomb
WASHINGTON ( AP
— A massive bomb from
the American F-111

His work will explore
how Grigory Rasputin, a
"holy
man"
from
Siberia,
influenced
Nicholas II of Russia

of life," Hutchinson
Only two or three of
said.
those permits caused
The commission did any controversy, and
what it thought was best those disputes were
for the environment but resolved, said Shelby
acted "through ig- Jett, who handles the
norance," said Sheldon permits for the division.
Nation, head of the Land
Jett said the state norImprovement Corp.
mally inspects sludge.
Nation said his com- spreading areas once a
pany "tried to educate month, but Commisthem but they just have sioner Bill Tucker noted
a biased opinion that after the meeting that
anything coming from inspection is required
Jefferson County is bad
I don't think we did a
really good PR job."
Several counties turned down another company's attempts to
market Morris Forman's leftovers in 1980
and 1981.
Statewide, the Kentucky Division of Waste
Management has issued
more than 25 landfarming permits, which require periodic testing of
soil and water and limit
the amount of sludge
N rri Jr3
'n
that can be spread and
the use to which the land
FEATURES INCLUDE:
can be put.

only once a year and
said proper regulation
and management are
the keys to proper use of
sludge
"I got more calls on
this issue than on any
other issue in the four
years I've been on the
zoning board," and all
the callers opposed
sludge spreading, Jett
said.

SAVE $250

NO

ed through passport
control and was waiting
to board the 9:15 a.m.
flight when she was
found to be carrying explosives, Scotland Yard
said. The El Al aircraft
had arrived earlier
from New York.
The anti-terrorist
squad moved in, bomb
disposal experts seized
the explosives and
passengers were
evacuated.
The Israeli Embassy
expressed relief that the
explosives had been
detected and praised
police for their
alertness.

Treat yourself tonight!
8Include
oz. Ribeye

Model 308 8

s choice of
potato, tossed salad, &
french bread.
Thurs , Fri & Sat Evening Only
April 17th 19th

'425
J.R. SULLIVAN

ALL YOU CA?4-EAT BONELESS
FISH OR CATFISH STEAKS

SALES • SERVICE • PARTS

'425 •Every
Homeplace Family Restaurant

898-7342

Over 35 Years Experience

Thurs. Fri & Sat Evening

1906 Coldwater Rd.

759-1864

Hwy. 68, Reidlond • East

Ladies Apparel

Lakeway Village Shopping Center
Paris, Tn.
qa
..lit
All New, Bigger Store
SPECIAL SALE HOURS:
111%
MON., TUE., WED., 10am-6pm
THURS., FRI., SAT., 10am-8pm
WILL OPEN AT 8AM FRIDAY
(First Day of Sale)

WIMBLEDON
Cotton Coordinates

Striped T-Shirts
Easy going t-shirts to top
your favorite jeans or shorts!

Values $16-$20

Tank Tops

No

Tropical Crop Tops
& Camp Shirts
Value $15
$
$7
Now

Surfer Shorts

Solid brights & pastels
NOW $

399*

Values $10-$14

&

Knee
Knockers
$ 799*

$699 *

DRASTIC REDUCTIONS ON
SPRING FASHION FAVORITES!
(901)
642-9620

Layaway on Sale Items Available!
NEINIMI"

MasterCard

* FIRST DAY ONLY (Frida

AMERMAN
EXPRESS, • *
),,t
•co•,

#5

1

.011111111s.

•

%Wheel Horse
Power

eimmmFASHION GALLERY

WIDE
SELECTION
OF
SWIM WEAR

Ala

.
- 01W

• 1:

(901)
642-9620

1st 3 DAYS ONLY (Fri., Sat., Mon.)

VISA

i24 Exchange
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Hog market

Atlanta Rhythm Section to perform

LAKE
PAVING
CO., INC.

The Atlanta Rhythm
Section will perform its

hybrid brand of rock and
roll in a free concert at

FOOD
FOR
THOUGHT

Grand Rivers, Ky.

ASPHALT
PAVING
'Streets
•Roadways
•Parking Lots
'Shopping Ctrs
*Residential
Subdivisions

By
Albert Zimmerman
New flavor for fried chicken Add • tsp dry mustard to the flour
mixture before you dredge the chicken

•••
If microwave dinner package tells you how long to heat it but not
the power setting Look it on high
...

Free Estimates

Here s a breakfast special add chopped cooked ham to your pan
Lake batter Serve with sauteed apple rings if company s coming

362-8661

•••

It s easy to blanch almonds lust drop into boiling water for a mo
ment or two drain then rub off skins With a dish towel
...

Plant Sites

Open Monday Saturday 5 a m -2 p.m.. Sun. 7-11 a.m.

Paducah
Lake City
Mayfield

9

4
/206 6/ie.:11001)e

753-2997

8 I 3 *10 260 lbs.
l'S 34 ISO 270 1.b•
Mows
IS 1 2 tie 350 Lb..
PI 1 3 3011-4.511 Lbs.
214 13 456.310 Lb..
IL'S 13 Over MO Lb.
21 11 3 301/.506 Lb..
Rears sts.asscoo

rederal Siete Starkr1 Sews Serslce
April 11. 1381
Birolluelty Perseus... 4reis Hes Minrket
Report liscludes I Bevies Mabee.
Reeelpts. Art 586 Eel. 550 Barre**
GOO .35 lower Sew. stead) to 1 IN)
lower
3331 15 30.25
218 1.2 210240 1.0s.
$37 75 10 28
Uti 1.2 1110.310 Lb.

ing.
bass;
Keith
Hamrick, drums; Dean
Daughtry, keyboards;
J.R. Cobb and Barry
Bally, guitars; and Andy
Anderson, lead vocalist.

113/1.2.5 311.75
$37 28 311.23
131 (6) 32 50
$31 00 33.00
*53.0031.00
$31.00 33.50
330.011 3). OS

Practical nursing
class to be offered

Cathy Madding practices first aid and CPR
skills.

We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities

COW MI11
1%11.9
IIALIorilichlt
304COCO
.1det1iatiffs D - FR M

group to a wide variety
of artists ranging from
Waylon Jennings to Kris
Kristofferson.
The group features the
talent of Tommy Stribbl-

Murray State University
sponsored by the University Center Board on
Sunday afternoon. April
20.
This is the Atlanta
Rhythm Section's first
performance at Murray
State since its sell-out
performance in Racer
Arena in 1980.
The six-man band.
whose hits include "So In
To You," "Imaginary
Lover." "I'm Not Gonna
Let It Bother Me
Tonight.""Do It or Die"
and "Spooky," will begin
its performance at 1 p.m.
at the Carlisle Cutchin
Recreational Complex
next to the Curris Center.
The
original
in sirumental-based
group earned its name
when it teamed up in early 1970 to back up
another artist during a
recording session. The
Atlanta Rhythm Section
gradually established
itself as Atlanta's prin('ipal studio backup

Application packets graduates of the profor the 1986-87 Practical gram have successfully
Nursing Class at the passed this exam. The
Murray Area Voca- program has a placetional Center are still ment record of better
available in the school than 95 percent.
office between the hours Graduates go to work in
of 8 a.m. and 3 p.m.
local hospitals, doctor's
The class is an offices, and local nurs11-month program. ing homes.
Students in the training
program will receive
Financial assistance
classroom and clinical in the form of grants,
Instruction and upon loans and JTPA
graduation will take the assistance is available
State Board of Nursing to qualified applicants.
Examination for LicensFor more information
ed Practical Nurses. call the school at
Over 98 percent of the 753-1870.

Open Mon.-Thurs. 8-7
Fri. and Sat. 8-7
1407 Main St.
753-4682

Prices Good
04-17-86 Thru
04-23-86

0•13 FsL

GEr To mow us...
Hyde Park
Grade A Large
lough Art Aerosol 1/ Vi Sact. sl !1!)
Starkist Water or Oil Pack

EGGS

Dozen

90
1

TUNA

6/
1 2 Oz

Limit 2
Hyde Park Pancake

was, • 15 00 Or More Ail:Mama,
Purchase Excluding Tobacco
Dairy & Drinks on Special

SYRUP

24 Oz

59
0
99

Bama Blackberry

CLEANER
Van Camp
PORK &
16 Oz
BEANS
Royalty Sliced

$ 149
160z

JELLY
Blue Bonnet
OLEO

Lb

49'

JIF Crunchy or Smooth
PEANUT

BUY 1
GET 1
FREE

BATHR00114

PINEAPPLE

2179'
59

20 Oz.

Sunshine 16 Oz

78 Oz

BUTTER

$ 149

Heinz 32 Oz. Tomato

CHEEZE-IT

$ 13
9

Hat/ o rich Lofat

8 Pk 160z
KETCHUP
PEPSI & Plus Deposit

$ 139

Prairie Farms Whole
MILK

Gal

4

Roll Pkg

TOILET

TISSUE

DRESSING

0
99
99' $14? 99°
Owen's Best
Family Pack Sliced

ROUND
STEAK

SLAB
BACON

Boneless $1.69 Lb.

3-4 Lb. Pkg.

.

E

G,i/

MIRACLE

1(5 Oz

U.S. Choice
Grain Fed

.

MILK

$169

Kraft 32 Oz

Kraft Thousand Island

PEPSI PRODUCTS

White Cloud

$ 12
9

_

, 1 •, •

ii

WHIP

U.S. Choice
Grain Fed
Boneless Rolled

Grade A
Family Pack

CHICKEN
BREAST
$

$ 16
9

RUMP
ROAST

9
Lb.

$2
59
Lb

u
•

-

Owen s Best
Granny Smith

APPLES

lb

Fresh

BROCCOLI

Hutu 11

39°
99°

Owen's Best Family Pack 3 4 Lb. Pkg.

GROUND BEEF
Mr

E. nige Jumbo

Lb

97°

or Cheese

HOT DOGS

Lb

$

1 19

U S Choice Grain Fed Boneless

POTATOES

69

Large Fancy

SIRLOIN TIP STEAK

It $239

S Choice Grain Fed Boneless

GREEN PEPPERS

2
/
5
9

Cello Pack

TOMATOES

-40111PI

79°

SIRLOIN TIP ROAST

298

Owen's Best Deli

ROAST BEEF

$429

Owen s Best Deli

CORNED BEEF

$429

Owen's Best Deli

PEPPERED BEEF

$429

Emge

ti)
t

AMERICAN CHEESE

U.S. Choice Grain Fed Chicken

FRY STEAK

13.13.0. BEEF

19
Lb

$

11 $219

EckriLh All Ilit it

BOLOGNA

II)

$ -1 89
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Experts: ice on wings only reasonable cause of crash
OTTAWA (AP)- The head of
the probe into the crash of an Arrow Air military charter says
that probers had eliminated only
one possible cause - an explosion - for the disaster last
December that killed 248 U.S.
soldiers.
Earlier Wednesday, Ralph
Brumby, representing the
maker of the DC-8, told the
Canadian Aviation Safety Board
hearing that ice sticking to the
wings is the only reasonable explanation for the crash of the
jetliner on takeoff at Gander.
Newfoundland.
Board chairman Bernard
Deschenes told reporters at the
close of the last day of hearings
that he was very interested in
Brumby's analysis, but was not
ready to endorse ice as the principal cause.

Deschenes said investigators
would make careful comparisons of the Arrow crash with
records of others known to have
been caused by ice.
Of many possible causes being
looked into, the only one the
board is ready to discard is the
theory that an explosion whether by accident or sabotage
- brought down the plane,
Deschenes said. He said he
thought it was important to
clear the air by eliminating terrorism as a consideration in the
Gander crash.
Brumby, a McDonnell
Douglas Corp. expert on DC-8
design and perfoi;mance,
testified that any contamination
on a wing's forward _edge
dramatically decreases lift and
Increases drag.
"A very small amount of

roughness, as little as mediumcoarse sandpaper, will increase
the stall speed by as much as 20
(percent) to 30 percent," he
said.
The Arrow Air plane, which
carried eight crew members
and 248 soldiers returning from
peacekeeping duty in the Sinai
peninsula. crashed Dec. 12 less
than a minute after taking off
from Gander. 411 aboard were
killed.
Previous testimony in seven
days of hearings revealed there
was freezing drizzle while the
DC-8 was in Gander, but none of
the witnesses said they saw ice
on the wings.
Brumby said the flight data
recorder recoveied from the Arrow Air wreckage showed a
takeoff remarkably similar to
others in which ice or snow on

the wings was blamed for
crashes.
Data from the recorder suggest that the DC-8 reached an
adequate takeoff speed but had
trouble lifting off and stalled at a
speed of about 160 knots, Brumby said.
Under the conditions at
Gander that morning, the normal stall speed for the plane
would be 138 knots, he testified.
According to Brumby, the important factor in determining
ice effects is the roughness
created on the wings' leading
edges, not the total amount of
ice.
-The kind of roughness that
we thin would cause this kind of
stall is our-hundredths of an
inch," e said.
There was light freezing drizzle when the plane landed in

Gander, but it soon stopped and
there was no precipitation during the takeoff just before dawn.
The plane began the flight in
Cairo. with fuel stops in Cologne,
West Germany, and Gander on
the way to Fort Campbell, Ky.,
where the troops from the 101st
Airborne Division were based.
The plane's flight engineer
was seen making a normal preflight inspection of the plane
during the Gander stop, and
presumably would check for ice
on the wings. The pilot did not
request a de-icing, but investigators have not yet been
able to determine whether ice

was present
"There is no direct physical
evidence, only the weather at
the time," Brumby said. The
conditions were similar to during other accidents caused by icing, he said.
After takeoff, the plane banked to the right and then veered in
that direction, losing altitude until it smashed into a rocky
hillside beside Gander Lake.
Brumby said that suggested
ice conditions were slightly
worse on the right wing than the
left, making that wing stall
sooner.

rUBLIlc
i peoli9T
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e
(Editor's Note' Public Notice advertising plays a unique role both in American history and in the
process by which this country's democracy is preserved. Its one promise that people must be
informed if they are to govern themselves competently. Public Notice advertising first came into
being with the Congress of 1792. That body, recognizing its responsbility to tie people,
required the Postmaster General to advertise for bids for the construction of new post offices.
From that insvspisioes beginning to the complex publication requirements in federal,state and
local laws today, government officials have come more and more to understand their obligations
to inform the public through Public Notice advertising. Newspapers over the years have been the
vehicle by which these obligations have been fulfilled. They will continue to be as long as the
public demands that it be informed frequently and by the best means possible.)
LEGAL NOTICE

LEGAL NOTICE

LEGAL NOTICE

CITY OF MURRAY DELINQUENT TAX LIST
Listed below are individuals, firms and corporations which
have
failed to pay 1985 City of Murray Property Taxes. The amount
set
opposite the property owners name is the amount of delinquent taxes
and includes penalty, interest and publication charge. Unpaid
property taxes-become a lien upon the described properties until paid
in full.
Jo Crass
City Clerk

Name
Bill No./Map Location/Address
Alexander. Terry, 53/Tr/Riviera Courts
Allen, Kenneth, 72/9-5-19/506 Pine
Allen. Terry G., 73/41-R-37/Northwood Sub.
Beane, Terry R., 239/11-13-8/1204 Melrose Dr
Beaugard, Georgia, 243/Spruce St
Blanton, Virginia. 335/9-30-14/Spruce St
Bogard, Vickie, 352/Tr/Riviera Courts
Bolen, Lee, 360/9-9-2/4th & Chestnut

Amount Due
$12.60
17.73
192.93
257.46
.5.93
92.41
21.08
169.02

Borders, Jacob, 381/7-1-29/12th & Poplar
Borge. Judy C.. 387/3-1-2/Valentine Ave.
Boyle. Marvin. 418/2-2-11

237.80
210.31
13.00

Bynum, Jerry, 571/Tr/Fox Meadows
Caldwell, Charles, Used Car Lot.. 590/9-15-19/310 No. 4th
Caldwell. Charles, 587/6-12-1/Murray Dale Hts
Caldwell, Charles, 588/8-7-11/Circarama
Caldwell, Charles, 589/9-14-1/No. 4th St

16.84
186.71
194.58
25.59
178.85

Carrico, Thomas A., 646/42N-1/Riverwood
Catlett, George Earl, 687/10-26-11A
Catlett, Yvonne, 688/10-26-14
Cavitt, Gloria, 692/9-15-6/205 Spruce St
Cavitt, Teresa, 693/9-30-11/100 Spruce
Cavitt, Theresa Ann. 694/9-31-9/Spruce
Childress, Anthony W.
&Van Wade, 720/5-4-1&2/So. 16th St.
.
Childress, Anthony W. & Gail. 721/41R-52/Northwood .
Childress. Anthony W.. 723/10-29-4/RR Ave.
Childress, Anthony W.. 724/42P-14-2/Canterbury
Childress. Tony, 728/41R-34&35/Northwood Sub
Childress, Van, 725/41R-17/Northwood Sub
Childress, Van, 730/41R-29/Northwood Sub.
Childress, Van, 731/41R-13/Northwood Sub
Childress, Van Wade.
DBA Vans Car Wash, 732/41P-27/Stadium View
Clark, Lynn W., 763/7-9-1/907 Vine St
Cline, Andy, 780/Tr/Coach Estates
Coats. Terra, 785/9-27-5/1st St

200.50
17.73
33.46
104.17
143.49
49.15

426.27
211.86
35.95
9 86

Crawford. Charley B., 934/2-8-17/1610 Main St
Crawford, John, 936/9-9-14/405 No. 4th
Cunningham, Melissa. 987/Tr/Riviera Courts
Cunningham. Theodore R., 992/9-25-7/302 Cherry

24.79
119.91
8 78
127.76

Custom Carriers & Enterprises, 1003/50-35F/301 Andrus
D-Al-Les, Inc., 1008/Tr/9 Trailers
Dakota Feed & Grain, 1011/3-2-12A/Imp. Only
Danner, Ronnie. 1023/7-1-21/1004 Poplar
Dodson, Doyle W., Jr., 1113/42J-2-2/Meadow Wood
Drummond, Carol, 1165/Fox Meadows
Dublin, Rebecca, 1168/7-2-19/So. 12th St.
Dunbar, Ella Est., 1171/10-26-15/709 So. 3rd St
Dunlap, Adelle, 1179/1-8-24/No. 18th

874.48
235.36
108.10
646.55
69.87
141.72
235.36
235.36

315.79
30.43
1181.91
159.19
398.95
17.71
190.65
21.66
133.54

Farr, Teresa J., 1360/11-11-17/Plainview Acres
Free, Janet, 1489/Tr/Riviera Courts
Gilbert, Vernon & Martha, 1629/9-29-1/RR St
Goad, Steven, 1651/2-9-1A/West Main

233.87
21.08
13.80
186.71

Gorgon, Marshall, 1662/42R-Detail/Doran Rd.
Grogan, Mike, 1722/Fox Meadows
Hager, Ronald or Charlotte, 1738/Tr/Riviera Courts
Hale, Debbie, 1746/Tr/Fox Meadows
Hamm, Steven J., 1783/7-14-3/717 Poplar St.
Harding, Bert. 1796/9-31-16A/No. 2nd St.
.
Harper, Guy, 1811/10-31-22
Harris. D. Michael, 1828/8-24-10/Bagwell

41.80
23.21
38.07
15.17
96.34
8.28
119.57
37.36

LEGAL NOTICE

LEGAL NOTICE
LEGAL NOTICE
Hudson, Barbara, 2091/Fox Meadows
19.83
Hudspeth, Danny O., 2093/10-19-13B/200 Cross St
68.81
Humphreys, Ann, 2126/3-10-8/211 No. 13th
Humphreys, Anna, 2127/9-9-13
Humphreys, Anna Farmer, 2128/9-9-10/406 No. 5th
_ Humphreys, Leslie, 2135/1-19-9/No. 16th
Humphreys, Leslie R., 2136/7-4-3/1109 Vine
Humphreys, Leslie R., 2136/9-6-3/503 Pine St
Humphreys. Leslie Ray, 2139/4-5-22
Hutcherson, Clifford, 2167/9-30-12A/104 Spruce
Jeffrey, James, 2255/1-18-21/No. 18th
Johnson, Ben E., 2282/7-8-4/1001 Vine St
Karnavas, George T., 2416/6-5-38/No. 12th
Kennedy, Mark E 2455/4-8-22/1314 Poplar
King, Jerry D., 2M/0-30-2/209 E. Pine
Kirks, Gary D., 2499/7-3-2

Hornbuckle, Charlie, 2042/9-20/5/215 L.P. Miller
Hubbard, Louise, 2087/9-27-3/1st St.
Hubbard, Louise, 2088/9-30-7/106 Pine

25.35
147.42
14.72
277.13
J5.59
97.46
604.88
180.20
41.30
8.28
37.36

68.81
143.49
119.91
265.32
199.19
102.62
170.99
49.15
159.19
119.91
343.90
205.85
80.61
226.00

Landrum, Gloria & Willis,
Clovis & Cathina, 2580/10-21-4/Pooltown
Lane, Linda A., 2583/11-21-7A/1507 Clayshire
Lee, Billy, 2644/Tr/Riviera Courts
Lovins, Hatton, 2717/9-14-4/407 No. 3rd
Manning, Randy, 2768/Tr/Coach Estates
Mathis, Wayne, 2802/8-2-6

17.73
257.46
38.07
60.95
35.95
88.47

Mayo, Archel, 2824/Tr/Coach Estates
McCarty, John W., 2838/3-24-15/No, 13th

16.00
281.82

McGlofin, Tony, 2915/Tr/Coach Estates.

17.29

McPherson, Marion Edward, 2982/9-31-10/Bolen St
Morgan, James Kenneth, 3140/51-108
Morton, Lexie, 3173/8-5-52&53/Grogan Add
Mott, Terry, 3180/Tr/Coach Estates

41.30
67.11
75.88
57.15

Nichols, Claudean, 3298/51-73&73A/Murray Paris
Oateman, G.D., 3388/Riviera Courts
Overbey, Mary Jane, 3393/3-2-3/913 Waldrop Dr

29.12
794
226.00

Parham, John, 3450/10-26-10/Pooltown
Pasco, John, 3543/1-31-Pasco Sub. Detail
Pavco, Inc., 3558/9-19-11/No. Douglas Dev
Payne, Eusheki, 3563/9-24-3/409 No. 2nd
Pennington, William R., 3582/Tr/Fox Meadows
Perry, Willie, 3596/9-24-77/407 No. 2nd
Perry, Willie Earl, 3599/9-29-8/408 1st
Poe, Joseph D., Jr., 3638/9-26-5A/Ash St
Pursell, Larry Dale, 3690/7-20/22/Club View
Riviera Courts, 3812/Trailers
Robertson, Craig, 3858/Tr/Coach Estates
Robinson, J.D., 3870/Riviera Courts
Rogers, Glen, 3887/110408/Keenlp.nd
Rowell, Susan A., 2961/1-19-12/1600 Ryan
Satterwhite, Rex L., 4037/8-5-25/Roberts Sub
Scott, Delius, 4064/Riviera Courts
Scott. Donald G., 4065/4-4-24/217 So. 15th
Singleton, J. & Beatrice Willis
4192/9-30-10/Pine St.
Skinner, Henry, 4197/9-27-6/Bishops East View
Skinner, Mary Jane, 4200/9-30-18/120 Spruce
Smith, David, 4212/7-19-8/514 Broad St

53.09
174.92
214.24
43.67
17.71
71.75
60.95
5 93
189.88
777.10
40.19
16.00
257.46
226.00
119.91
16.42
271.22
7.51
6 70
96.34
347.44

Smith, Rondel G., 4246/41-130/Five Points
Sparks, Maggie Martin, 4290/9-29-4/400 1st St.
Spencer, Jesse, 4295/11-12-11
Stalls, Herman Euin, 4313/11-11-7/Plainview Ac.
Steffy. David, 4352/Fox Meadows
Stephens, Michael. 43.55/Tr 42-57A&57..
Stephens, Mike, 4356/45-57&57A/Hwy. 1550
Stickler, James W., 4365/5-9-10/1503 Henry
Summerville, Myra D., 4421/3-12-40/114 No. 14th
Tabers, Christine, 4458/3-13-4
Thomas, Jerry

Hayden, Gary, 1877/Fox Meadows
.
Hayden. Wilma June, 1878/6-11-5/513 Beale
Hensler, Mary, 1928/Tr/Coach Estates
Hill, Louis C., 1952/11-12-29/Plainview Ac
Holland, Vickie, 1904/Tr/Fox Meadows
Hooks, Robert L., 2012/41-65H/Hwy. 641
Hopkins, J.L.. 2021/5-27-3/Holly Bush
Hopkins. J.L., 2022/41P-50/Stadium View

Choose from a large
assortment of print tank
dresses for summer
Cool and comfortable, a
must for bright summer
days ahead. S,h1.1..

4499/Tr/Green Acres/Tr Park

Thorn, Jeff, 4532/Riviera Courts
Thorpe. Bobby Lee, 4540/9-19-3&9-19-4

Many styles and lengths
of summer pants in all
your favorite colors and
styles. Tumor 517es

29.14
6.70
222.07
277.13
17.29
23.21
40.19
.304.61
277.13
324.27

Choose from a beautiful
assortment Ot shorts tor
summer
Mans st% Its
and colors to c hoose
rom
Inc hiding hold
prints Junior SIM'
,

9.64
10.47
98.69

Todd. J.T.. 4584/50-35J /Lynn Lassiter Rd.
Tolley, W. Bryan, 4590/3-12-36/1326 Main St.

97.46
206.37

Turska, Jeff, 4646/Tr/Riviera Courts
Valentine, Van D., 4675/3-2-21/No. 16th St
Vaughn. Jerry, 4690/8-13-16/Broad St
Warner, Vernon S., 4813/11-20-11/1504 Clayshire
Wedhorn, Carolanne, 4858/Tr/Coach Estates
Wilcox, Glen C., 4942/5-27-2/Holly Bush
Wilford, Bernice. 4949/41-53

40.19
111.27
96.34
198.52
48.67
493.26
183.57

WIlliams Joseph & J.
4975,1 6 15
Braxton Williams
Wofford, Louise, 5051/Pleasant Hill Add
Wolfe, Josephine, 5055/7-20-14/518 So 7th
Wolfe. Josephine.
DBA Jo's Palace. 5056,8-1-1A. 11, 14/Triangle Inn
Wright. Don & Franklin Wright. 5086/Tr41-53

Camp shirts in a variety
of prints and colors
Casual and up to date
stylihg. Tunior sizes.

237 80
5 16
11991
1077.33
7.94

Bright% and pastel «,tton
tank sweaters to coordinate with all your summer looks S.M,I

-Pirir -,.
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Thurmond no-hitter
gives Murray sweep
By Kent Brown
Sports Editor
Murray High's Ed
Hendon threw five innings of one-hit baseball
Wednesday against
University Heights,
striking out nine, walking none and raising his
record to 2-0.
And he wasn't the
Tigers' pitching star.
That honor went to
Bruce Thurmond, who
threw a no-hitter in the
second game of the
double-header.
Thurmond (1-0) fanned five and walked two
In five innings (the
game was shortened
due to the 10-run rule).
Thurmond is a
freshman.
"He is going to be an
outstanding pitcher for
us," coach Cary Miller
Id, "He has real good
ntrol, and he uses his
head on the mound."
The Tigers demolished University Heights,
taking the first game
11-2 and the second
game 15-0.
They are now above
the .500 mark (4-3) for
the first time this
season.
"We are starting to
play better," Miller
said. "Ed overpowered

Start photo by (lois Evan.

Murray High's Ed Hendon raised his record to 2-0 Wednesday, as he worked five
innings of one-hit
baseball, striking out nine and walking none. Bruce Thurmond threw a no-hitter
in the second game of
the Tigers'double-header sweep oil'niversity Heights. The Tigers are now 4-3 going into today's
contest
with Mayfield in Murray.

Hurling
Hendon

Lasorda can't explain LA's futility
. Lasorda is rarely
for words on the
I of baseball, but
readily admits he has
•lo explanation for the
.4is Angeles Dodgers'
!.ecord-setting run of
.

. 1 ye never seen
Anything like it." the
lodger manager said

Wednesday night after Dodgers — favbred by 10 — and shares with the
his team played its 10th most to repeat as Na- Dodgers the majorstraight one-run game tional League West league record for conin a 2-1 boss to San champions -2 heve lost secutive one-run games
Diego. -If somebody seven of those games, at the start of a season,
had told me something including the last three also is devoid of a meanlike this would happen. in San Diego's final at- ingful ansWer.
I'd have told them bat.
"I'd like to be able to
they're crazy."
Padres Manager explain it, but I can't,"
Simply put. what has Steve Boros, whose Soros said after Graig
happened is that the team has won .seven of Nettles' pinch-hit single

off reliever Tom
Niedenfuer produced
the winning run with
two out in the ninth
inning.
•
Elsewhere in the NL,
it was Houston 4, San
Francisco 1, and Cincinnati 5, Atlanta 3. St.
Louis at New York and
(Cont'd on page 13)

them in the first game,
then Bruce comes in and
throws a no-hitter. You
can't get much better
pitching than we had
yesterday."
In the first game,
Murray tallied three in
the third, two in the
fourth, three in the fifth
and three in the sixth.
Mark Miller led off
the third inning with a
walk, then stole second.
One out later, Mark
West singled him in.
West went to second on
a wild pitch, then Jay
Watson walked. James
Payne's double plated
West and Watson.
The Tigers got two in
the fourth on Miller's
RBI-single and a double
steal with Miller at third
and Chuck Baker at
first.
Miller drove in two
more runs in the fifth
with a double. Payne
scored the first run of
the inning, walking.
stealing second, moving
to third on a wild pitch
and coming home on an
error on the third
baseman on Chip
Adkins' grounder.
Watson had an RBIsingle in the sixth.
Adkins drove in a run
with a bases-loaded

Softball sign-up Saturday
Registration for the
Murray-Calloway County girls spftball league
will be Saturday, April
19, from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.
at the Calloway County
Middle School gym.
The league is open to
girls ages 7-16 (as of
June 1, 1986).

League organizers anticipate three.leagues
this year: lower, ages
7-9; middle, ages 10-12
and upper, ages 13-16.
The participation fee
is $20 per girl, but it is
$10 for each additional
girl from the same
family.

walk. Freshman Mark
Miller, pinch running
for Payne, who had
singled, also scored,
stealing second, then
coming home on two
passed balls.
Tony Robinson pitch
ed the last inning, .u•
Miller decided to rest
Hendon.
The Tigers tallied t3
runs in the first inning oi
the second game and
cruised to the win.
Watson went 4-for-4 ii
the game, including
double and a triple in
the first inning ill,. I
drove in three runs.
Adkins had two
doubles in the first inn
ing and also knocked in
two runs, as did Chi.),
Padgett with a single

KY Leagu(
tryouts set
for April 19
The baseball trymi,
for the Kentucky
League are Saturd.r.
April 19, at the Ken
tucky League field.
Because the leagui
being reorganiz(
everyone must try out
Ten-year-olds and
second year player
should be at the field at
a.m. Saturday.
The schedule for lb
nine-year-olds is: A -Is
9:45 a.m.; L-S. 10
a.m. and T-Z, 11:15 a.n.
If you haven't pa:
your league dues, the .
must be paid before ill,
tryouts.
For more informatte e.
call 753-6414 during II,
day or 759-1533 at night

E OPEN HOUSE
22" Mower
•4-HP Briggs & Stratton
Industrial/Commercial
engine:
•Cyclone deck really
moves out clippings,
•Folding handles:
•2-year limited warranty.

New Roper
8HP Rear
Tine Tiller
With counter-rotating tines
•Briggs & Stratton enginc
•Power reverse
•14" tines/21" till path
•7-position depth stake
•Adjustable handles
•Safety start/stop
tine control
•2-year limited warranty

For a Limited Time Only

Reg. 999.95

Reg. 275.95

$19995

Save 76.00

Best deal of the season
on the Roper
LT11 lawn tractor.
• ,rable I -HP synchro
balanced Briggs ,
E. Stratton
Industrial Commercial
enuine
•L/ependahle 5 speed in line

$74995
Save 250.00
Only a few remaining
Prices good on inventory in stock

•38-inch mower deck
standard equipment
•Rugged channel frame
construction
• year limited warrant‘

trans.rn .

Your Old siding Mower Is Worth

$

00

00 in trade

On list prim of a

New Roper LT I I

4

BILL'S REPAIR
Hwy. 641 South-Hazel
498-8172
4

LeSabre
All Cars (Excluding Riviera)
All Cars (Excluding Riviera)
All Cars (Excluding Riviera)
All Cars (Excluding Eldorado & Seville)
All Cars (Excluding Eldorado & Seville)
All Cars (Excluding Eldorado & Seville)
Delta 88
All Cars (Except Toronado)
All Cars (Except Toronado)
All Cars (Except Toronado)
Fiero
All Cars
All Cars
All Cars

QUAUTY
StIV101 PARTS

GM

SNOW.•••••• 000.0••••••

•

_

PU
RD
MO
OM
TO
RS
INC.
OLDSMOBILE — PONTI

RopetAlava
Priam;
Good
Ono Day
Only

BUICK
30 Months. 6.9%
36 Months. 7.9%
48 Months 8.9%
60 Months 9.9%
CADILLAC
36 Months 7.9%
48 Months.. 8.9%
60 Months.. 9.9%
OLDSMOBILE
30 Months. 6.9%
36 Months 7.9%
48 Months 8.9%
60 Months 9.9%
PONTIAC
30 Months... 6.9%
36 Months... 7.9%
48 Months . 8.9%
60 Months 9.9%

Free
Rofreshrmints
During Open
Nous*

AC — CADILLAC — BUICK
"Satisfied Customers Are Our Main Concern"
1406 West Main
Murray
753-5315

.;
1 4;601
•

„

,

•
•

•

.
•

.--•
•
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MHS netters
Murray High School's
boys and girls tennis
teams registered 9-0 victories over Hopkinsville
Wednesday.
The boys are now 2-0.
The girls are 1-1.
In boys action. No. 1
Phil Billington defeated
Frank Johnson 8-2. No. 2
Jon Mark Hall defeated
John Jones 8-4. No. 3
Sean Kelly defeated Pat
Rose 8-2.
No. 4 Mark Whitaker
beat Dave Willis 8-2. No.
5 Jason Hunt beat Mark
Pyle 8-6. No. 6 Malcom

win

PAGE: 13

9-0

Taylor beat Blair Cor- Chewning
nell 8-2.
No. 4 Katherine
Billington and Hall, _Oakley defeated Sarah
playing on the No. 1 Vance 8-2. No. 5 Heather
doubles team, beat Hughes defeated Lisa
Johnson and Willis 8-4. Wood 8-1. No. 6 Beth
No. 2 Kelly and Wilson beat Jenny
Whitaker defeated Shelton 8-2.
Jones and Pyle 8-1. No. 3
The No. 1 doubles
Ben Yoo and Hunt
team of Williams and
defeated Rose and CorElizabeth Oakley blanknell 8-3.
ed Ruff and Jones 8-0.
In girls action. No. 1 No. 2 Hogancamp and
Ellen Hogancamp Hughes defeated
blanked Jennifer Jones Chewning and Vance
8-0. No. 2 Elizabeth 8-2. No. 3 Kim Sexton
Oakley blanked Ellen and Katherine Oakley
Ruff 8-0. No. 3 Robin beat Amy Hart and Ann
Williams bested Liz Marshall 8-1.

SCOREBOARD
xe a grxx1rieghtx),
• •"4-•,.

For Universal
Life Insurance,
check with
State Farm.
-

Stale Stem L.l.
imitaanc• Lompany
Home Othc•
Sloomingion mime,

Major League Baseball
Staff photo by Kent Brown

Calloway County's Sam Taylor keeps his feet on third after a
steal Wednesday during the Lakers 9-8 win
over Marshall County. The Lakers are now 9-3.

Taylor's Theft

Concepcion's extra work pays off
(eont'd from page 12)
Pittsburgh at
Philadelphia were
postponed by rain.
Nettles, whose glove
work at third base for
the New York Yankees'
made him a Dodger
World Series nemesis
long before he joined the
Padres, certainly came
through with his biggest
hit so far this season. He
went to the plate mired
in a 1-for-16 slump.
"I know relief pitchers don't like to get
beat with their second
best pitch, so after it got
to 3-2 I was looking

fastball all the way,"
Nettles said. .
The hit scored Kevin
McReynolds from second base.
Dennis Powell, 0-2,
making his first start of
the year, allowed the
Padres just four hits in 8
1-3 innings. Niedenfuer
replaced Powell after
Powell walked
McReynolds.
Steve Garvey grounded out to first, moving
McReynolds to second,
and Garry Templeton
was intentionally walked to bring up Nettles.
His hit made a winner

of reliever Rich
Gossage, 2-0, who worked the ninth in relief of
starter Dave Dravecky.
The 10th consecutive
one-run game for both
teams. is one shy of the
National League record
for consecutive one-run
games in a season.
Reds 5, Braves 3
In his 17th majorleague season, Dave
Concepcion could be
forgiven for relaxing
every now and then. But
the 37-year-old Cincinnati shortstop didn't
stay on top because he'd
made a habit of such

Cox gets Lincoln Memorialjob
NASHVILLE, Tenn.
(AP) - Phil Cox.
Vanderbilt's all-time
scoring leader in
basketball, says he has
accepted the head
coaching job at Lincoln
Memorial University.
"It's a lot of responsibility but I think I'm
ready for it," said Cox,
23, who was named Kentucky's Mr. Basketball
in 1981 at Cawood High
School. His only
coaching experience

Arnold
reportedly
new coach
at Western
BOWLING GREEN,
Ky.(AP)- Murray Arnold, an assistant coach
for the Chicago Bulls of
the National Basketball
Association, reportedly
will be named new head
basketball coach at
Western Kentucky
University,according to
a published report.
The Daily News in
Bowling Green published a report Wednesday
that quoted unidentified
university sources saying Arnold was the apparent choice.
Western Kentucky
University was scheduled to announce the
selection today.
Sports information
director Paul Just said
the coach will be introduced at a news conference scheduled for
9:30 a.m. CST at Dero
Downing University
Center.
Other candidates that
have been mentioned include Ralph Underhill,
Wright State coach;
Wayne Chapman, Kentucky Wesleyan coach,
and Western assistant
coaches Dwane Casey
and David Farrar.
The coach would succeed Clem Haskins, who
has accepted the head
coaching position at
Minnesota

was as graduate assistant on Commodore
Coach C.M. Newton's
staff last season.
"I spent four years

playing for the Wiest
coach in college and I
also learned a lot about
the profession working
with Coach Newton this
past year," said Cox.

Kentucky inks quarterback
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) - Paul Winter, a
quarterback and defensive back from
Washingtonville High
School in Newburgh,
N.Y., has signed a letter
of intent with the
University of Kentucky,
according to Coach
Jerry Claiborne.
Winter, 6-foot-3 and
200 pounds, completed
89 of 187 passes for a
school-record 1,642

things.
"I was getting lazy,
losing my stroke," Concepcion said when explaining why he showed
up 5% hours early.
Te ..e.a.t.sa batting
practice "really worked," said Concepcion,
who hit two homers and
drove in three runs.
Concepcion started
the seventh inning by
lining loser Rick
Mahler's first pitch over
the center-field fence
for his first homer of the
year to tie the game at
3-3. He also hit a firstpitch homer to left off
reliever Bruce Slitter in
the eighth. It was the
fourth two-homer game
of his career, the last
time coming June 5,
1981 against Montreal.
Pinch-hitter Tracy
Jones had put the Reds
ahead - and made a
winner of John Denny with a single later in the
seventh.

Astros 4, Giants 1
Strikeouts may have
become commonplace
to Nolan Ryan. That's
understandable after
4,101 of them. But a
game-winning RBI from
a lifetime .122 hitter is
another matter.
"I didn't realize that
was it," Ryan said jokingly in discussing a
two-run, second-inning
single. "A big RBI man
like me ... that is pretty
surprising."
Ryan, 2-1, struck out
nine San Francisco batters in 7 2-3 innings. He
allowed six hits and
walked three - before
Dave Smith came on in
relief to collect to his
third save.

AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
W L
Pct
G8
New York
6
1
457
Baltimore
4
3
571
2
Detroit
4
500
4
2Ay
Cleveland
3
4
429 3
Milwaukee
3
4
429
3
Toronto
3
4
429
3
Boston
3
5 .375
West Division
Kansas City
5
3
625 Texas
4
3
571
Ay
California
5
4
556
ty
Seattle
5
4
556
is
Minnesota
4
5
444
IA,
Oakland
4
5
444
lAy
Chicago
2
6
250 3
Wednesday's Games
Kansas City 1. Boston 0
Minnesota 7. Oakland 5. 10 innings
Baltimore at Toronto. ppd . rain.
Texas at Milwaukee. ppd cold weather
NeW York at Cleveland ppd . raina
Chicago 10. Detroit 4
California 1. Seattle 0
Thursdays Games
Kansas City ii:ubicza 0-1. at Boston .Clemens 1-0i
Baltimore .11ixon to and Flanagan 0.1. at Toronto
i Key 0-0 and Clancy 1-0.. 2
Texas I Witt 0-0. at Milwaukee Nieves 0-1
New York a Tewksbury 1.0. at Cleveland .Naekro
0-11. in.
Detroit Morris 1-1. at Chicago • Seaver 1-1.. ,n
Minnesota Viola 1 1 . at California .McCaskall 1-0..
in
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
New York at Milwaukee n

Larry Krouse Insurance
524 Main

The game-winning
RBI statistic has been
used only since 1980, but
Ryan said he couldn't
recall ever having one
in his 19-year majorleague career.

_Florence Spears, Rt. pie tagged for the Ken9, Benton, decided to do tucky Lake
some fishing Wednes- Crappiethon.
day at Kentucky Lake.
"Tangle-Free Tom"
That decision earned was worth $20,000.
her $35,000.
Fishing from the bank
Spears gained an exwith minnows. Spears tra $15,000 because she
caught "Tangle-Free was using a Johnson
Tom," one of the crap- tangle-free reel.

759-9888

SPECIAL:
Hot Hickory Smoked
Ham Sandwich,
French Fries &
Medium Drink

yards, i
izUCIICZUVollb
and was intercepted
seven times. He also
gained 464 yards
rushing and averaged
39.6 yards on 53 punts.
Defensively. Winter
was credited with 59
tackles, 24 assists and
two interceptions. He
also blocked two punts,
a field-goal attempt and
an extra-point attempt.
Kentucky has now
signed 15 players to a
national letter-of-intent.

Spears lands $35,000 fish

Cleveland at l*troit n
Chicago at Boston • n
Kansas City at Toronto n
Texas at Baltimore .n.
Oakland at Seattle in.
Minnesota at California .n.
--NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
St Loup:
533 Pittsburgh
1
*II ,
Montreal
Sta, 2
Philadelphia
500
2
New York
4.111
24,
Cho
347
4
West Division
San Diego
7
715i Houston
5
625
1
Cincinnati
4
571
San Francis,'.
Nil
4
4
Atlanta
2
244
5
31
,
Los Angeles
:t
30, 4
Wednesday s Games
St Louis at New York ppd rain
Houston 4 Sar. Franc-isco
Pittsburgh at Pfuladelphia ppd rain
Cincinnati 5 Atlanta 3.
San Diego 2. Los Angeles :
Only games scheduled
Thursday's Games
Chicago . Trout 1-0. at Montreal Youmans o
St Louis • Tudor 2,0 • at New York I iwrung ill.
San Diego Hawkins 0 I • at San Francisco .Krukcm
1-01
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
St Louis at Montreal
Pittsburgh at Chicago
Houston at Cincinnati r. •
Philadelphia at New York n
Los Angeles at Atlanta n
San Diego at San Francisco n

T. J.'s
Bar-B-Q &
Burgers

Special good April 18 20

Chestnut St. Murray

753-0045
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TALL-BIG MEN'S
CLOTHING
Suits 36-52

$89.95
$59.95

uicit S1"S 95
s4-16 0

Sport Coats 36 56
Slacks to Size 54
Short Sleeve Knit Shirts to 4X
Short Sleeve Dress Shirts to 3X
Belts to 52
1/2 Price
•
Titt Reg Sb
Ns $5.00

Clark's

Next to C-Mart
Ky. 121 North By Pass
Murray, Ky. 753-3557

This is the most sophisticated sales tool
many real estate agents have.
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J.R. Sullivan
Has

68 Poducoh, K 5 898-7342

Selling a home today takes much more than a hammer and a lawn sign
Better Homes and Gardens' Home Marketing System bnngs together all the elements
that can make your home stand out from others on the market and attract
more prospective buyers
lh find out how simple it would be to sell your home,or
SOI.D
if you'd Just like to know what your home is wo h, give us
a call
Joan
7534584
Judy Johnston
Sill Morgan Jos
4346-2336
ItillonspIng Senator
Dort Fiselli
PrIntlpol
754- 1444
437 4446
Don Sloloch 753-42111

The better way to sell your home.
0111.1.90.

11.11

',011150.11111.4.. Mar. mei

omealeal

Olympic Plaza/753-4000
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Republicans block aid in suprise move
WASHINGTON i AP
- House Republicans.
who in a surprise move
voted to block President
Reagan's proposed $100
million in assistance for
the Nicaraguan rebels.
expressed confidence
they can revive the
package later.
Democrats, however,
predict the GO 1'
lawmakers will lose the
tactical gamble they
have taken, and say
•

they will likely approve government.
a different version of the
The Republican tactic
aid containing restric- prevented the House
tions the president from voting on a proopposes.
posal by Rep. Dave McIn a surprise move. Curdy. D-Okla., which
Republicans joined would have granted
Democrats Wednesday Reagan his $100 million
in approving an amend- package, but delayed
ment that basically spending $75 million of it
eliminated all $100 for at least three months
million President while peace talks were
Reagan wants for the tried to end the Central
Contras fighting American struggle.
Nicaragua's leftist
Instead, by a 361-66

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Sphere
6 English
streetcars
11 Cured
12 Coarse
14 Wife of
Geramt
15 Join
17 Teutonic
deity
18 Broadcast
19 Range of view
20 Spelling
contest
21 Virginia
abbr
22 Raise the
Spirit of
23 Mountains of
Europe
24 Raise
26 Turf
27 Nerve
network
28 Containers
29 Part of play
31 Greets
34 Diplomacy
1

II

2

3

Answer to Previous Puzzle

35 Frolic
36 Nickel
symbol
37 Skill
38 Chairs
39 Obese
40 Concerning
41 Chicago
airport
42 River in
Germany
43 Fragile
45 Competitors
47 Highways
48 Declare
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1
2
3
4
5
6

Kindly
Den
Ancient
Exist
Instruct
Worthless
matter
7 Ceremony
8 Lincoln s
nickname
4

5

6

it

9 Mo her
10 Slumbers
11 Raise with
effort
13 Frock
16 Record
19 Writing tablet
20 Explosior
22 Occurrence
7

8

15

13
17

16

19

18

20
23

22

21

28
31

30

34 ,

32

38

37

39
42

41
145

44

43

33

1.36

35

40

and he complained
Wednesday that
Republicans were being
denied a vote on a freestanding Contra
package because of "a
back-door parliamentary maneuver."
Republicans will now
have to round up
signatures on a petition
to try to force to the
floor their version of the
Reagan package.
The GOP will need 218
signatures, meaning it
will have to hold all its
own members and pick
up at least 36
Democrats. Under
House rules, the earliest
the measure could come
to the floor would be
May 12.

26

25
27

29

Debate
Build
Strong winds
Trades
Begin
Calling
Mast
Empower
Locations
Scorches
Lean-to
Level
Room in
harem
42 - Marie
Saint
44 Japanese
drama
46 That thing
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vote, the House passed
an amendment by Rep.
Lee Hamilton, D-Ind.,
which would replace
Reagan's program with
a package of $27 million
In aid to Central
American refugees and
$2 million in help to the
so-called Contadora
Latin nations trying to
mediate a peaceful
solution.
On the vote, 184
Democrats were joined
by 177 Republicans. Only one Republican, Rep.
Willis Gradison of Ohio,
voted to keep the
Reagan plan alive.
The parliamentary
maneuvering came
because Democrats
hold a 252-182 edge in the
chamber, with one seat
vacant.
Last month, after the
House voted 222-210
against Reagan's
pacceage, House
Democratic leaders promised to bring it up
again this month but to
attach it to an unrelated
bill making $1.7 billion
in various appropriations. The Republicancontrolled Senate later
narrowly approved a
modified Contra
package.
But Reagan has
threatened to veto the
spending bill if it passes

FROMLOOKED
A DISTANCE
IT
LIKE
FORT ZINDERNEUF!

A MILITARY
TACTICAL ERROR

Ian

2 .Notice
PAM'S CAKE HUT is
the place to call the next
time you need a cake for
any reason They make
cakes of all kinds
including character and
novelty cakes. So call
759-4492 or 437-4455. 410
Main on Court square.
NURSING HOMF:
INSURANCE

No age limit to apply. Our most comprehensive policy
pays for Skilled, Intermediate
or
Custodial Care.
With Medicare's
new guidelines for
hospital confinement,
Nursing
Home Insurance is
move important
than ever. For free
information call:
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
-Wee local claim sen,

5. Lost and Found

LOST
Wilson Tennis Rocket
REWARD $25
If returned in
good condition.
759.1884
POI_ ND: white poodle.
18th & Wells. Phone
before 6p.m. 753-0542.

LOST- Long-haired,
grey, neutered, male
cat. Hwy. 732. Also,
grey & white, neutered
male cat.
reward.
436-5397.
MALE black & gray
tabby cat, lost Friday
night. College Farm Rd.
Red collar. Call
753-3734, 753-6758.

6

Help Wanted

BEHR'S
WOMENS'
SPECIALTY SHOP
Applications now being
accepted for part time
evening sales help.
Previous retail experience preferred Apply in person at Behr's in
Shopping
Central
Center, Murray, Monday, April 21 thru Wed.
April 23 between 10
am -5 am

Additional
Help Needed
at
Jerry's Custom
Kitchen Cabinet
abinet maker and /o
finish work.
Experience Necessary
Apply in person
409 Sunbury Circle
off S. 4th behind

NO HARD ?
C_FEEL_INGS

-07

CLASSIFIEDS

Bunny Bread.

4.0.1

LOOK,GARFIELD)
A MOO COW!

AND A
BOW-WOW!

AND A
PIGGYWIGOV!

VOL)
GUYS!

THIS MUST BE THE
FAMOUS FARM HUMOR
I'VE HEARD ABOUT
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A NEW Party Plan.
Area supervisor wanted
for Christmas around
the world Excellent
commission. No investment, ground floor
chance for advancement. Call collect 9282364
Full time position available for

custodian.
Must be dependable, have floor
care experience
8. willing to work
night shift. 2
a.m.
a.m.-1 1
starting
Good
salary & fringe
benefits.
Experienced individuals must
apply in person
at Kroger, 650
Central Center,
Ky.
Murray,
Mon.-Fri, 8 a.m.-5
p.m.

THE FAR SIDE
AN 8-EEct
(-1 NEEL,
isiOa =OP

6 Help Wanted
AUTO mechanic
trainee's needed,
Murray state University. Qualifications: ill,
you do not have CEO or
your high school
diploma, (2) you have
been out of school 9
months or more, 43) you
are between ages 16 &
21, call J.T.P.A. Out Of

School 753-9378 between
8:30-12:00 5 days a

week.
EASY ASSEMBLY
WORK! $714.00 per 100.
Guaranteed payment.
No sales. Details-- send
stamped envelope:
Elan- 332. 3418 Enterprise, Ft. Pierce, Fl.
33482.
GOVERNMENT jobs.
$16,040- $59.230/yr.
Now hiring. Call 805-6876000 Ext. R-8155 for
current federal list.
LICENSED beautician.
Call for an interviewKut-n-Kurl Beauty
Salon, Southside Shopping Center 753-1682.
after 7p.m. 489-2888.
NEED1 a job? 4 openings
now. You may qualify
if: 11 iyou do not have
GED or your high
school diploma, (2) you
have been out of school
9 months or more, 13)
you are between ages 16
& 21, call J.T.P.A. Out
Of School 753-9378 between 8:30-12:00 5 days
a week.
NURSE or Med. Tech.
wanted part-time for
doctors office. Duties to
include- vital signs,
ERG., venipunctures
Sr general office work.
Send resume to P.O.
Box 1040-N, Murray,
Ky.
OUTREACH social
worker for Calloway
County. High School
diploma preferred &
working knowledge of
government programs.
Resident of Calloway
County. Excellent
fringe benefits. Salary
range $8,750-$14,000 per
year. Applications will
be accepted from April
16, 1986 through the
close of business April
24. 1986 at 4:30p.m. Send
resume/application to
Mr. A.J. Pearson. West
Kentucky Allied Services Inc.. Box 736,
Mayfield. Ky. 42066.
Equal Opportunity
Employer.
PART time- lady for
cleaning rooms &
general kitchen work.
Must have transportation. Call 436-5496 for
appointment.
WANTED 30 overweight people serious
about losing 10 - 29
pounds in 30 days. 100
percent guaranteed.
Call 762-4003.
WANTED: reliable
women to babysit starting immediately. Must
have three references.
Send resume to CJ
Watford, Rt. 5 Box 95.
Murray, Ky.
9. Situation

IN home care nurse,
day or night. References. Call 753-9472
or 753-2891.
LAWNS mowed, anytime Adult Call 4362879.
RESPONSIBLE mother
will keep children in my
home in town. Excellent
references. Call 753-3436.
RESPONSIBLE mother
will babysit in her own
home. Day or night.
Call 436-5699.
WILL do light 'hauling &
mowing. Call 753-8113.
14.Want to Buy
WANT to buy- Morgan
Silver dollars. 1878 to
1921, grades VG to AU.
Call 753-6784.
WOULD like to buy
good used piano, prefer
oak cabinet or medium
wood finish. Call 7533975 after 4p.m

Articles for Sale
WHIRLPOOL 17 Cu, ft.

15

refrigerator with. textured steel door. only
$8.00 per week. Rudolph
Goodyear 753-0595.
WHIRLPOOL heavy
duty washer with 4
cycles, only $6.00 per
week. Rudolph
Goodyear. 753-0595.

By GARY LARSON
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19. Farm Equipment
1-N FORD tractor &
equipment. Howard
Brandon 753-4389.
ALL kinds grass seeds.
Clover, Robe, Fescue
etc. Also, other farm
supplies. AG Broker,
Industrial Rd. 753-4533.
PtRGUSON tractor 20,
excellent condition, plqw
and 5 ft. bushhog. Call
436-2289 after 6p.m.
IIERD $ pofnt seeder.
Model 750. Call 753-6085.
22. Musical
P.A. Altec 10 channel
board, Bi amp stereo
amp, 4 base cabinets, 3
monitors, 2 mikes, 4
stands, cable case, all
cords. Must sell. $1800
negotiable. 759-9665.

24. Miscellaneous
1 ASHLEY heater, good
condition, $175. 1 Ruger
Black Hawk 45 caliber
With holster $175 & 300
Savage rifle model 99,
$250 Phone 489-2446.
200 AMP trailer pole
with 40 ft. of cable, $250.
Call 753-0220.
2 INFRA red ovens $7

ea. for office, heart
patients in place of
micro waves, campers,
summer homes, etc.
759-4005.
30" RIDING mower,
very good 10 h.p. B&S,
rest good, $250. Call
753-6505.
3 1/2 H.P. Sears Tiller,
$125. Call 759-4005.
ALUM. running boards
to fit Chev. Blazer.
Maple drop leaf table
with four chairs. 759
9912 after 4p.m.
APT, size elec. stove,
$85. Call 759-4005.
BUNK beds, upright
freezer, Singer sewing
machine, 1979 AMC car,
couch, double bed. All in
good condition. Call
after 4:30p.m. 753-5292.
COMPUTER Datass
ette recorder, $25. 2
Commadore 64 cassette
computer games, $8
e ach. Computer
joystick, $3. All items in
mint condition. Call
753 7231 after 3:30p.m.
COPPERTONE metal
desk $95, gray $75,
office chairs $40 ea.,
swivel chairs $75, $35,
typewriter table $50,
IBM Memory typewri
ter 100 cost $6,00, $1150.
Some library shelving.
759-4005.
Coming soon TORO at
Stokes Tractor.
DON'T work like a
horse this summer put a
Wheel Horse to work for
you! See at Stokes
Tractor 753 1319.
ELECTRIC clothes
dryer, $30. Phone 753
6609.
GARDEN seeds plants
fertilizer. Lowest prices,
h ighest quality.
Shoemaker Seed Inc.,
4th & Chestnut.
GIRLS clothes sizes 2's,
3's & 4's. Call 489-2438.
LARGE, large, large
selection of storage
buildings in stock for
immediate delivery.
Acree Portable
Buildings, Mayfield,
Ky. 502-247-7831.
NEW John Deere lawn

& garden tractors 650 &
750, bargain priced at
Stokes Tractor, Indust
rial Road 753-1319.
OAK & hickory $27.56
full rick delivered. Call
436-2778.
OFFICE FURNITURE
N EW shipment of
shelving. 1 load computer desks, storage
cabinets, desks, chairs,
files, etc. 442 4302, Cryts
Used Office Furniture,
1016 Jefferson St.,
Paducah, Ky.
PROM dresses, red &
orchid, size 9. Beautiful
long wedding dress, size
7. Call 753 4487 after
5p.m.
P USH MOWERS
SELF PROPELLED HI
WHEEL
cheap or
expensive whatever
your needs! See us
before you buy Stokes
Tractor 753 1319

RUBBER bed mats for
pickup trucks! Most all
sizes in stock! Cheap.
Stokes Tractor 753 1319.
SADDLE UP A HORSE
WHEEL HORSE of
course at Stokes Tractor, Industrial Road

32
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753-1319.
SLABS and tobacco
sticks, Gordon Saw
Mill. Call 527-9009.
TOPPER by Glassine,

753

fits standard bed Import pickup, $300. 753344 evenings.
WE have garden supplies. fertilizer seed etc.
Al50, Organic fertilizer.
AG Brokers, Industrial
Rd. 753-4533.
WE have good clean 5S
gal. drums, $6 each. AG
Brokers, Industrial Rd.
753-4533.
WE repair all makes of
lawn mowers! Best
service in town! Stokes
Tractor 753-1319.
WHIRLPOOL
microwave oven with
700 watts cooking
power, only $4.50 week.
Rudoph Goodyear, 7530595.
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25. Business Services
JOYCE Noel• re-
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gistered investment
representative with
Twomey Securities Inc.
of Benton, Ky. Call for
free consultation...
IRA's, Keoghs, Mutual
Funds. Member:
NASD. SIPC. 489-2440.
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27. Mobile Homes for Sale
1971 2 BR, 12'x60', only
$4200. Appliances stay.
Central electric heat.
Perfect to put on lake
lot. Buy today- move
tomarrow. Call now
Coleman Real Estate
753-9898.
1984 14 x 70 , F U R NISHED, 2 BR, 2 bath
mobile home. See at
Mobile Home Village
B-6. 753-7624 after 5p.m.
3 BR- front kitchen,
14x70 mobile home. See
at A-22 Fox Meadows
after 5p.m.
GREAT weekend
getaway or comfortable
year-round -mobile
home, only minutes
from lake. Has central
heat & air and large
outdoor storage building. Just reduced to
$10,500. Phone Kopperud Realty 753-1222.
RENTUCTCY Lake:
Northern built 12x60
mobile home. 3 Bdrm., 1
1/2 bath, 2 1/2 lots,
wood shed, well, septic,
extras. Asking *15.000
or make offer. 150217533163.
SEVERAL 10' & 12'
mobile homes. Ideal for
lake or rental, furnished
or unfurnished, AC
Negotiable. 753-5209.

36.

'2
rent
or

Star.

43537t9s(
41 11)

1 1747
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28. Mobile Homes for Rent
2 OR 3 BR, furnished,
AC/natural gas. Shady
Oaks 753-5209.

APPLIANCES furnished, very private.
• country. $165. 2 BR
furnished, city. Both
have central air. Coleman Real Estate 7539898.
FOR rent- nice 2 BR
trailer, near Murray.
No pets. Call 489-2611.
I Ii
31

Want to Rent
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Want To Rent
Dark Fired
Tobacco Base

435-4131
32.Apts for

Rent

1 BR furnished apt. See
at 100 S. 13th St.
2 BR duplex with carport on Stadium View
Dr. Central heat and
air, all appliances.
carpeted, deposit required . No pets.
Married couples
preferred. Available
May 1 753-1799 after
5p.m.
'TAKING applications
for Section 8. Rent
Subsidized apt. 1. 2 or 3
BR Apply Hilldale
Apts., Hardin, Ky.
Equal Housing
Opportunity.

NI

A
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The City of Murray will accept
sealed bids for auditing of General
Fund operations for the year end on
June 30, 1986. Contract requirements are available in the City Clerk's Office and must be
returned to the City Clerk's Office
no later than 3:00 p.m., May 15,
1986. The City Clerk's Office will
make available to any interested
auditor any public records,
documents, or other data needed
in order for auditor to submit a bid.
The City of Murray will reserve the
right to select any of the bids submitted or to reject the bids in their
entirety.
Jo Crass
City Clerk

_
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duty dryer with 3 temp
selections, only $4.00
per week. Rudolph
Voodyear, 753-0595

24. Miscellaneous

Contract for
Auditing Services

IOu(e.(0,4

AC

Wanted

16. Home Furnishings
WHIRL/50dr heavy
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CLASSIFIEDS
32. Apts for Rent
37. Livestock -Supplies
2 BR duplex. appliances Young BEEFMASTER
furnished $265 per BULLS: Regist. &
Commercial. Arterburn
month. Call 759-4406.
CALL Coleman Real Farms-- Wickliffe-- 876Estate for your rental 7248.
needs. 2 BR apartments. 2 BR duplexes. 4!.Public Sales
2/3 BR townhouses
753-9898.
rURNISHED apts.
Fri. & Sat.
Renting now- available
in May. Adults only. no
Turn off 121 N. onto
pets. Zimmerman
Apartments, S. 16th St..
783 (Airport Rd.).
753-6609.
1 2 mi. on the left.
4/
1 or 2 bedroom ApartVCR,
sewing
ment near downtown
Murray. Call 753-4109 or
machine, typewriter,
762-6650.
lots of childrens
clothes newborn-size
34. Houses .lor Rent
8 (boys & girls).
2 BR home for rent in
Many other items.
city, large lot. Call
753-8835.
2 BR house 1 mile easf
of town, garage, stove,
refrigerator, air conditioning, carpeting,
$225. Call 753-0089.
3 BR house on
Sycamore. Lease or
lease with option to buy.
Call 753-4109 or 762-6650
or 436-2844.
4 BEDROOM house
Stove, refrigerator,
located at 1613 Farmer
Ave. Nice yard with
stacked washer &
driveway. Will be ready
dryer, china cabinet.
for occupancy May 15.
References required.
Lots of small items.
Call 753-8588 ask for
Grant.
TWO bedroom, very
nice, close to MSU,
Appliances. Call 7530718 or 753-4478.
Thurs. & Fri.
36. For Rent or Lease
7-?
ACRE trailer lot for
2111 Brookhaven
rent, fenced in for horse
or cattle. has a pond &
Drive
stable. Call before 3:00
435-4286
Table and 4 chairs,
different
size
37. Livestock-Supplies
clothes, lots of
198.0 YAMAHA Special
tools.
400, best offer. Call 7530747.

38

Pets-Supplies

38

DOG training for obedience, personal
protection- guard & dog
showing. Boarding
AKC German
Shepherds & AKC
Australian Cattle dogs.
502-436-2858.
41. Public Sales

Baby items, car seat,
stroller, grill, 1 8'
'
fan, 22 cup coffee
maker, deep fry,
ceramics.

2200 Edinborough
Fri. & Sat.
April 18 & 19
7-5
Bedspreads, lamps,
dried flowers. brass
& gold leaf nic nacs,
homemade jellies,
uniforms, boys, girls
& adult clothing.
Much more.

La Leche League

BIG YARD
SALE &
BAKE SALE
Fri. & Sat.
April 18, 19
8:00 a.m. to?
406 N. 6th St.
Lots for tots!

St _

AUCTION

Sat., April 19
9-12 Noon

Saturday, April 19th at 10 a.m.
At late Mrs. Viola Duncan home at the
corner of Olive & West 6th Street in
licnton, Kentucky.

Miscellaneous White
Elephant,
Baked
Goods, House &
Garden Plants.
Parking lot of
Murray
Women's Club,
704 Vine St.
In case of rain Back Patio.
Garden Dept.

%%ill sell some fine antiques and

collector items.
Walnut dresser with marble top, 2 walnut
.irm chairs. Beautiful walnut hi-back bed.
Beautiful walnut dresser with large mirror
with marble top, walnut wash stand with
marble splash board & top, walnut gothic
chair, old fainting couch, old wine cabinet,
oak dresser.
, zebra wood vanity, nice oak
hi-back bed, wash stand & Princes dresser,
old oak side board with eagle claw feet, old
piano from a bar in Princeton. Ky., camel
back trunk, old clock case, old chest of
drawers, spool bed, captain deck chair.
small rockers & old mirrors, small oak
table, wicker rocker, wicker doll buggy,
other old fancy vanity & chest, old picture
frames, oak dresser bottom, oak & walnut
dresser racks, old kitchen cabinet, quilt
chest, wall telephone,6 ladder back chairs,
old feed basket. small Duncan Phyfe lamp
table. coffee & end tables, small drop leaf
tea table, steamer trunk.
Glass: Northwood Vase, old 7 piece bowl
& pitcher set, Pigeon blood pieces, tea set
from England, hen on nest, 3 piece set of
West Morlin glass cherry 8z thumb print
pattern. Johnson Bro from England pieces.
Occupied Japan pieces, pewter pieces.
stone wear, railroad lantern, sheep bells,
table Sr vanity lamps, old kerosene lamps.
lots of old glass, old straight razors. one
Chief Paducah Bob Clark in good condition,
old quilts, sleepy eyed doll, 2 wash kettles.
Gypsy dye pot, well putty. 1972 Buick station wagon.
This is only a partial listing
many other items not listed.
AUCTION HELD RAIN OR SHINE
NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR ACCIDENTS
LUNCH .AVAILABLE
For More Information and
your .Auction Needs Phone
502-4354144

DAN MILLER
AUCTION SERVICE
Ilan Miller auctioneer
Licensed and Bonded in Ky. and Tenn. 01281
TERRI PANCHA1.1.- AlTTIO EER
11 %KRELL BEANE-.APP. AUCTIONEER
Service doesn't cost, It Pays"

..

COUNTY
WIDE
YARD SALE
Saturday,
April 19
Bel-Air
Shopping Ctr.
MULTI
PARTY
YARD SALE
Sat., April 19
8-3
North end of
Penny
Hwy.
across from Oak
Grove Church.

Garage
Sale
Fri. Only
/
1
4 mi. West
from Westview.
Childrens clothes,
furniture, car seat,
stroller, swing,
high chair.

610740 PI 0

7:0171

PLANT SALE
Vegetable Plants
Tomatoes, Peppers, Egg Plant, Cucumbers,
Squash, Cantaloupe, Watermelon and Cabbage
Bedding Plants.
10" Hanging Baskets
Hundreds To Choose From
Hybrid Tea Roses
Shrubs

Hutchens
Plant Farm
14

r

Located e'n rness *oaf of Natal Ity
Turn *est at Stet* LEM Rd In Mere.
go S'6 mass Wan Daft go 1 mile

Yard
Sale
Saturday

5 Party
Garage Sale

3 Party
Garage Sale

ESTATE

Fri. & Sat.
8-5
820
Sha Wa
Circle

Fri. & Sat.
1533 London
Drive in
Canterbury

Fri. & Sat.
8-?
508 Poplar

8sa

GARAGE
SALE

GARAGE
SALE

MOVING
SALE

.4;8
artemsaai.
olassjleme
Aslant'.

sp
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DOG food, 50 lbs.• Joy
112.75. Superblend $9.
Shoemaker Seed Inc ,
4th ilk Chestnut

YARD SALE

9-5
800 N. 20th
Rain or
Shine
4 3 . Real Estate
14865 MOBILE home. 3
lots, 1/2 block from
water & public boat
ramp. Price negotiable.
Call 753-6842.
AT Almo Heights- 50860
shop, 2 story building
with 2 upstairs apts., lot
with trailer hook-up.
approx. 1 1/4 acre. Call
759-1966 after 7p.m.
WE have buyers! Call
us to sell. Century, 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors
753-1492.

Homes for Sale

FOR sale by owner- 192
acres- 70 acres tillable.
16 yr old brick home, 2
BR. basement. 5 miles
from Paris. $110,000. By
appointment only 901642-6979.
GOVERNMENT homes
from $1
repair, Also
delinquent tax property Call 805-687-6000
Ext. GH- 8155 for
information.
HOUSE & large lot at
910 N 18th St. 2 BR
down & 1 upstairs, gas
heat. Price negotiable
Call 753-6842 or 753-0864.
NICE redecorated home
on 1 acre lot within 5
miles of town. 2 BR plus
den & living room with
beamed ceiling & wood
stove. Satellite T.V. and
18833 swimming pool with
large private dock. $37.
000. Call 753-6185.
SMALL energy efficient
home for sale by owner.
Call 753-0778 after
5:30p.m.
TWO story, two bedroom,
two bath, Lakeview.
brick. Recreation room.
central heat and air,
garage. 159,500. Call 4362511.
47.Motorcycles
1980 HONDA Interstate
1100 Touring bike, like
new, many extras,
never down, adult rid
den. $3200. Call 436 5876
1981 SUZUKI 850, less
than 7,000 miles. $1500
or will trade for fishing
boat of equal value.
436 2206.
1983 650 NIGHT Hawk.
Call 753-6203.
1985 225 YAMAHA
wheeler with reverse &
electric start. Good
condition. Asking $1100
Call 492-8953 after 5p.m.
YAMAHA Moped,
brand new, has only 70
miles. Comes with
helmet, basket & extra
Oil Call 753 9644.

4 4 . Lots for Sale
5 WOODED acres near
lake, close to Pine Bluff
Black top road. Small
down payment. Owner
financing at 8';. Call
753-7531.
LOVELY partly wooded
building lot. 2 miles SE
of Murray. $5.500. Call
Kopperud Realty 7531222.
46

Homes for Sale

20 ACRES with beauti.
ful building site, house
with 3 BR, 1 bath, living
room, kitchen with dining area, utility room.
1/4 mile south Lynn
Grove. Call 753-5945
after 5p.m.
2 STORY, 4 bedroom, 2
bath, den & fireplace,
rec. room. extra nice
kitchen & dining, garage, central heat & air,
appliances. Super insulated, average electric bill last year $67.
Deck. fenced in backyard. Reduced to $71.
000. Call 753-7457.
3 BEDROOM brick,
new roof, TVA insulation, large shady lot,
central gas heat. Like
riew electric AC & gas
water heater. Built-in
Frigidaire appliances
Low utility bills. Near
University. 753-3330.
3 BR. May be seen 1011
Story Ave., Murray, Ky.
3 BR brick home, gas
heat. fireplace. full
basement. For extra
income has 1 BR upstairs apt., outside entrance & 2 BR garage
apt. Large backyard
with garden spot. 713
Elm. Call 1-395-4756.
owner- 3 bedrooms.
1 1 1;2 baths, living
room.. den, kitchen with
dining space. 6 large
closets, carport. storage building with carport in back. New
insulation. Aluminum
trim. Fenced yard.
$46.900. Call 753-8881.
BY owner. Modern 3 BR
brick home on beautifully landscaped
3-4 acre lot in city:
limits. 2 full baths. LR.
FR. kitchen -dining
combo, utility. 2 car
garage. By appoint
ment only. Mid 60's
1202 S. 16h. 753-5268.
BY owner, a modern 3
BR brick home on r;
acres. 6 miles : NW Di
Murray off hwy
with a 28830 garage S:
work shop. Relocating
this summer. $60,0011
firms by appointment
only. 753-0302.
CA1
/
4TERBURY: Neat 3
BR brick, has 2 baths.
living room, large den
with fireplace. custom
kitchen, fenced yard
central air, gas heat
and much more Mid
60's Phone 753-4679
after 6p.m.
your summer
Picture perfect. all
brick range, featuring
living room plus the
warmth of a den and
living room. Country
eat-in kitchen. 2 spacious BR. 2 bath, private
shaded lot. Just painted,
new carpet. $4.9.900. Call
759-1165.
FOR sale by owner- 3
BR. 2 bath horne in
Canterbury
La rg e
formal dining room,
great room with
fireplace, large. tree
shaded redwood deck .
fenced yard, central
heat.
ainirsulatgeda.s
r garage
T‘A
172.01oo Phone 753.9520
after 5p m

rtY
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Pets Supplies

41. Public Sales

%PHIL 17. 191141

48

Auto Services

IMPORT AUTO
SALVAGE
New and Used Parts
New Parts in Stock
Open 8-5 Mon-Sat
474-2325
49.Used Cars
1972 MAVERICK, automatic transmission. new
battery, new muffler.
Call 759-1662 after 6 pm.
1976 CHENROLET
Monza 2+ 2. V-8 automatic. power steering.
AM/FM radio. 492-8799
after 5p.m.
1979 DATSUN 210. nes;
tires, 55.000 miles. good
condition, $1500 firm.
Call after 5p m
753-0410.
1980 CADILLAC Sedan
Deville, white -blue int.
heathen. 4 door. 39,xxx
miles, $4800 or take over
payments. 759-9896.
1980 FORD Pinto. 4speed, AM-FM cassette,
sun roof, runs good.
Also. 1979 Honda 185
Twinstar motorcycle. 2
helmets. windscreen
Call 753-8700 after 4p.m.
1980 MAZD.A OLC. 5
speed, great condition,
$1500. Call Jim 762-6461
or 762-6951.
1981 BONNEN ILLE,
Broughan. full power and
air, 56.000 miles, new
tires.extra sharp. - very
reasonable. Call Sandy at
753-4006 or after 5 pm
436-2606.
1981 BUICK Regal LTD.
2 dr.. black Sr burgundy
inside. extra sharp:* 1970
Harley Sportster.
sharp. Step in tub,
matching sink Call
753.9908.
1982 CHEVY Cavalier 2
dr. hatchback, air, tilt,
automatic, excellent
condition. low priced
Call 759-4522 or after
7p.m. 694-4481
1984 GRAND Prix. 24,
000 miles, cruise & tilt.
17.200. 753-7975

49

Used Cars

50 .

Used

Trucks

1940 CHE‘ Y truck, restored. sharp, $4.500 Call
527-1505.
1970 SCOUT 4x4. no
rust, very solid. $1650.
Call 753-2708 after 9p.m.
1972 RANCHERO. runs
well, body good, paint
fair. $575. Call 753-6505.
1978 CHEVROLET. a.
ton. 4 wheel drive. 4' lift,
1400 tires, needs motor.
$1200. Call 753-7161:
1981 FORD Courier. 4
cyl. auto.. excellent
condition. See at 1.503
College Farm Rd or
call 753-8124.
1982 CJ7 Jeep. 30,000
miles, excellent condition. Call 753-6919 after
5:30p.m.
'74 INTERNATIONAL
pick-up. excellent
mechanical condition.
no rust $1000. Call
753-1239.
'78 DODGE Power .wagon 4x4. Call after 3p.m.
489-2697.
'79 DODGE 4 -wheel
drive. swb. $2200 Call
753-6709 after 6p.m
5 1 . Campers
22 PROWLER camper
with full bath, air
conditioner. great condition , $3500 Also.
complete camper hitch.
1150 753-5665, 247-7739

1973 Camper
Self-Contained
Call
753-1265
after 6 p.m.

DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
Gold

Silver

Closed

Closed

Yesterday 341.30
Opened

Yesterday
Opened

5 42

Today
Down

339 75
Today
5 35
1 55
Down
07
Compliments of:
VERNON'S WESTERN WEAR 8 SHOE REPAIR
713 S. 12th Murray, Ky. 42071
753 7 1 1 3
We buy Gold. Silver a. Diamond•
Hours: 10 6 Daily. Closed Sunday

AUCTION SALE
Sat . April 19th
10 A M
At the 011ie Hall farm on the Calloway and Mar
shall Co Line Near Oak Grove Cumberland
Presbyterian Church Take Hwy 121 from Murray
Turn on the Penny Airport Road Go north to the end
Turn left to sale
Will have a big old farm house and lots of out buildings
that have had usable items and antiques piled in them since
World War II nice cider mill platorm scales beam scales
2 treadle sewing machines, dining table odd chairs old
cabinets porch swing oak dresser oak rocker child s
rocker whiskey barrel oak desk church pew Kentucky
Long Tom 12 ga shot gun kerosene lamps and linters.
stone prs pugs cast iron items of all kinds horse drawn
tools bicycles 2 motor bikes lots of tools 3 ton Tappan
heat and air conditioner used very little rubber tire wagoo.
2 wheel utility trailer super made C B base antenna with
125 ft of co.% lead in This is lust part of the good items
For information call

Otto Chesters Auction Service
435 4128
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1954
t% Rabbit. diesel
45 mpg,. 4 dr . ac.
am•fm tape
new
radial tires. 28.000
miles. 753-8801.
1985 BUICK Somerset
Regal. bought new in
Murray. 2 door. 4 cy1..
air conditioning. AM.
FM. stereo. 8.800 miles
$8.500 Call 762-4781
1985 DODGE Aries SE.
automatic. ps. pb. air.
cruise Excellent condition $5500 Call 753.
9151 or 753-8124
'76 ELDORADO, local
car. $1200 or will - trade
for fishing boat of equal
value. 436-2206.
'76 MAVERICK. economical. dependable, 6
cylinder, auto.. with
p.s., air, stereo, new
tires, $750. Also, extra
illee '73 Dodge Charger.
66.000 miles, auto.. ps,
pb. air, am-fm. cassette, new radials, $1200.
Call 753-5901.
'77 CHEVIkOLET
Silverado. good condi•
tion. air
Phone
753-0601.
'77 FORD Maverick,
4-door. pb
ps. air
conditioning.
Bought
new at Parker Motors.
Low mileage $1250.
753-7475.
'84 ESCORT L. 4-speed
with air, Tassette
AM • FM. excellent
condition, 28,000 mi.
762-2111 or 333-5733.
973 RENAULT Le Car. 4
door, air conditioning,
good condition. Great
gas milaage. $2500. Call
753-3932.
CLASSIC MGB Roadster. 1967 white convertible. Electric overdrive. 2 extra wire
wheels, full tonneau
cover & boot. Good
investment. Lots of fun
at 12500. 753-6487.
1984 Camaro Z-28,
loaded. 29.000 miles.
best offer. Phone days
753-4703. nights 759-1274.
MUST sell 1976 Cutlass
Olds, good mechanical
condition. Also, 1973
Vega, will accept any
reasonable offer. Call
753-9413 after 5p.m.
NISSAN Sentra. 1983, It.
blue wagon. PS. PB.
AC. AM - FM stereo.
sunroof. 5-speed. 40*
mpg. $5500. 44000 miles.
Looks & drives like new.
Call 753-6487. ,

Lynn Grove Kt..,,

Campers

STARCRAFT tent
Camper. sleeps S. gas
stove, ice box good
condition. $750 Call
753-1591 after 5p m
52

Boats-Motors

14 ALI MINT:M V bottomed boat with trailer,
25 H P motor, excellent
condition $600 or best
offer Call 436-5360
16' FIBERGLASS boat.
trailer and 40 H.P.
Johnson motor Call
436-2743
1974 17' MARK Twain.
188 Mere Cruiser. needs
upholstery work. $2500
firm. Call after 5p.m
753-0410.
1977 MARK Twain. 161.2 ft
Trihull. 140 inboardoutboard. open
bow. new seats and interior, full instrumentation
Good condition $4.000
753-5641.
1983 CREST III 24 poonloon boat, full deluxe
furniture. 50 h p
Evinrude motor with
hydraulic lift. Depth fin.
der. camping enclosure.
Call 436.2289 after 6p.m
SKI boat, like new, new
interior, new paint with
skis ar ski vests. 13.000.
Call 753-9298.
FOR SALE
18 Foot Mark Twain
Runabout Boat
165 Inboard Mercruiser.
Tandem Trailer Top 8
Tarp $5000 00
Cat 753 5651 after 5 p m
53

Services Offered
2 MEN want to do yard
work Tree trimming,
removal of unwanted
trees a. shrubbery. mow
yards. light hauling Sr
wood for sale. Free estimates. 753-0680 or 7591683
ALL type masonry
work. block, brick,
concrete, driveways.
sidewalks, patios, house
foundations, new
chimneys or chimney
repair_ 2.5 years' expei•ience. Free estimates Call Charles
Barnett 753-5476

LIME
Custom hauling
and spreading
Coll: Frank or
Daryl Coles
(502) 492-8425
APPLIANCE REPAIR,
Factory authorized for
Tappan. Kelvinator and
Brown. Service on gas
and electric ranges,
microwaves, dis
hwashers, re
frigerators, etc Earl
Lovett, 354 6956 or 753
5341.
APPLIANCE
SERVICE
Kenmore,
W estinghouse,
Whirlpool 23 years
experience Parts and
service. Bobby Hopper,
Bob's Appliance Ser
vice, 202 S 5th St.
Business 753 4872. 4365848 (home)

ALUMINUM
SERVICE CO.
Aluminum and vinyl
siding. Custom trim
work. References.
Coll Will Ed Bailey
753.0689
CARPENTE
28 yrs
experience Pole barns,
tobacco barns ad
ditions. remodeling
houses Farmington,
Ky 345 2024 call for
W A Donegan
CARPETS Dirty? Rent
Host 'Dry' Carpet
Cleaner at Blacks -Cie
corating Center 701 S
4th St or phone 753 0839
D AVE'S Window
Cleaning Residential,
commercial. one & two
story. References 10°.
Senior Citizen discount
436 2845 or 753 9873.
FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753 2310
for free estimate for
your needs
GARDENS roto tillec
Also flower beds etc
Call 759 9661
Eve
weekend calls welcome

53

Services Offerer'

Irrigation
CAMPBELL WELL
DRILLING
FAcKenee In
Call Collect
901 352 3671 0,
901 352 5704
Fre. ',tansies

Call 759-1600
G ENE R
H
E
REPAIR 15 years ex
periencc Carpentry
concrete
plumbino
roofing, siding NO JOB
TO SMALL Free es
Ii mates Days 753 6973
nights 474 2276
GUTTERING by Sears
Sears continuous Out
ters , nstalled for your
specifications Call
Sears 753 73171 for free
estimate
HAMILTON Cultured
Marble tops sinks
panels custom made
vanities Free Est 753
9400
HAULING
AG Lime,
wid haul and spread
Cali 492 8425
INSULATION blown in
by Sears TVA a p
proved Save On those
high heating and cool
mg bills Call Sears
7 5 3 2 3 1 0 for free
estimate

Services Offered

NEED help with spring
cleaning
Will clean out
basements, garages,
carports, attics, will haul
trash and brush Will do
repair work. Have good
references. Call 753 0379
day or night.
ODD 'iob specialist,
ceiling fans, electrical,
plumbing, fencing You
name it, I do it. You
buy. I install. You
break, I fix. Call 436
2868.
PAINTING- Paper
hanging, commerical or
residential, Free es
timates, References. 25
years experience,
Tremon Farris 759 1987

J L McKnight & Sons
Sawmill on Poor Farm
Rd Buyer of standing
timber Call 753 7528
JOINER'S complete
tree service, 32 yrs
experience
Also,
stumps mechanically
removed 10" below
surface Call 753 0366
LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING
For alt
your carpet & upnolst
ery cleaning For a free
estimate call 753 5827
Satisfied references
LICENSED Electrician
for residential and
commercial
Heating
Let Rex give you a
and air condition, gas
price on your sepinstallation and repair
Phone 753 7203
tic tank & backhoe
MOBILE HOME.
work
Specialist Repair and
preventative mainten
ance
Roofs. floors.
plumbing. wiring
30 yrs. experience
hurricane straps 759
4850
MOODY'S Mower STUMP REMOVAL
Service pickup and SERVICE
Mechanically removed
delivery Call 753 5668
10 inches belOw the
surface, no damage to
Metal Roofing &
surrounding lawn.
Siding-Factory Direct
_arry Wood 753-0211 or
First Quality painted 542.00
1 443- 8682.
squ•r• Golvenii•d
WET BASEMENT? We
532.00 per square. Full 36
make wet basements
coverage. Pay only for whet
dry Work completely
you get. 5 V Metal in sten.
guaranteed. Call or
thud lengths of 626.95 per
write Morgan Con
squarc
struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
Toll Free in Ky.
409A, Paducah, Ky
1100.633-3245
42001 or call 1-442-7026.
free delivery 25
WILDEY Welding Ser
squares end up
vice, Hwy 121 Coldwa
BLUEGRASS AG
ter. Portable & Shop.
DISTRIBUTORS
489 2125.
Henderson, Ky.
WILL,, haul white rock,
sa
lime, rip rap and
PAINTING
nary sand, coal,
Whatever
your needs Int & Ext
gravel, fill sand.
painting, staining. Call Roger Hudson,
caulking. washing,. 753 45.45 or 753-6763
mildew problems, • sand
blasting, spraying No
lob to large or small
413roken
Over 18 years ex
Crooked
perience. Call Ralpr
Worley 8. Sons 759 1050
Busted
ROOFING. Plumbing,
Undone
Concrete work, Ad
ditions. Painting
Unfinished
General Carpentry
P.A. Molony Co
Loose
753 8628
Free
Estimates.
753-9440
ROOF problems? Call
759 1600
Mon.-Wed.
SEWING Machine Re
pair Alt makes and
9-12
models. Home & In
dustriat. -- Bag closing
55 Feed and Seed
machines Also scissor
QUALITY Lespedeza
sharpening 40 yrs
experience All work .50 cents. Fescue .40
guaranteed
Kenneth cents. Timothy .60
Barnhili, 753 2674, cents. Call Mike Burchett 489-2770 at nights.
Stella, Ky.

Rex Camp
Backhoe
Service

753-9224

()Emirs
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
& CUSTOM WOODWORKING
OVER
20 YEARS
EXPERIENCE

MOVED:
409 SUNBURY CIRCLE
•
BEHIND BUNNY BREAD
•
• MURRAY, KY.
753-5940 •
• • • • • • • • • • • • S • • S.•

Hopkins Insurance Agency
Kentucky Central Insurance Companies
Check Our
City & Suburban
Homeowner's
Rotes

Call
Dr. Tom Hopkins
(502)753-6202

115 S. 13th
Murray. Ky.
42071

For You Do-It
Yourselfers
We Stock
Appliance Parts

ROOFING
Metal & shingles.
Aluminum & Vinyl
Siding.
Free
estimates.

53

G.E., Hotpoint. Whirlpool, Kenmore, Magic Chef
and Eel. Authorized Hotpoint, G.E., Whirlpool,
Magic Chef and Admiral Service.
'If We Don's Have It We WIII Got It-

West Ky. Appliance
641 N.

753-4478

ESTATE AUCTION
Saturday. April 19, 10 a.m.
Rain or Shine
at the late Mr Clyde Phelps home. from Mur
ray take 94 East to 3rd right hand road (Holland
Cemetery Road) past Elm Grove Church, follow
auction signs from 94.
Still sell Frost free Westinghouse refrigerator.
;E electric range. breakfast set •6 chairs, hidaIwo couch, pictures. lamps, new kerosene heater
k hug wacker, box fan, chest of drawers, push
mower. tiller. dog irons. lots of good cook ware.
Regina sweeper, weed eater, concrete blocks.
hand & garden tools, wash kettle, hames. double
& single trees, quilts, bed & dresser.
Not responsible for accidents Refreshments
will be available
For any questions and your auction needs call
Bob W (Frosty, Miller
the Auctioneer
492 8594
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Butcher again indicted in fraud
KNOXVILLE, Tenn.
(API — C.H. Butcher
Jr., who already faces
three indictments stemming from his financial
dealings, has been indicted for bank fraud in
connection with the 1981
purchase of a resort
hotel on the Gulf Coast.
A federal grand jury
returned a 21-count indictment Wednesday
charging Butcher with
defrauding 10 banks he
once controlled of $3.7
million in a scheme to
buy the Royal D'Iberville Hotel in Biloxi.
Miss.
The 37-page indictment alleged Butcher
and his accountant.
David Crabtree. named
as an unindicted coconspirator. convinced
15 associates to sign for
$6 million in loans from
Butcher banks.
Proceeds of more
than half of the loans actually went to Butcher,
according to the
indictment.
The charges were
returned by a federal
grand jury that for three
years has probed the

Butcher family's financial dealings. Butcher
was not present when
the indictment was
returned.
The 48-year -old
former chairman of the
City & County Bank
chain has been held at
the Knox County Jail
since his Feb. 5 arrest
on securities charges.
He was denied bond
after prosecutors
argued that although
bankrupt, Butcher had
the means and motivation to flee prosecution.
His brother, 49-yearold Jake Butcher, was
indicted as a result of
the same federal probe
and pleaded guilty to
bank fraud and tax evasion involving the
missapplication of more
than $20 million from
banks he controlled.
Jake Butcher, a twotime candidate for Tennessee governor who
once headed the United
American Bank chain,
is serving a 20-year
sentence in an Atlanta
federal prison camp.
Cecil H. Butcher Sr.,
their S2-year-olci father.

Mrs. NN, innie Gould

is among the others who
have been indicted in
the sweeping investigation of white-collar
crime in Tennessee and
Kentucky. Two other indictments returned
Wednesday were
sealed.
U.S. Attorney John
Gill is under a gag order
in the C.H. Butcher Jr.
case and declined
comment.
The 'conspiracy count
of the indictment alleged that Butcher and
Robert T. Windham, a
Pensacola, Fla.,
developer, formed
Mississippi Coast Properties, Inc.. to purchase the hotel for $5.6
million.
Butcher and Crabtree, who is serving a
15-year sentence for
bankruptcy fraud, persuaded 15 friends and
associates to receive a
total of $400,000 in loans
each to provide $6
million in capital for the
venture, the indictment
charged.
The indictment said
these loans were
nominee loans that

pathy take the form of
contributions to the
Westside Baptist
Church br Murray or to
Rockvale Church of
God, Rockvale Tn.

Towery, Mrs. Paul
Rebecca) Robertson.
of Murray and Mrs.
Gary (Wanda) Lang of
Franklin. Tn. Seven
grandchildren also
survive. .
Also surviving are her
parents. Mr. and Mrs.
PIKEVILLE, Ky.
W. D. Inset, Murfreesboro, and two ( AP — Wet weather
brothers and four squelched the forest fire
—t4ree-t- eastern- Klaus
Msters.
The family requests tucky, and the U.S.
expressions of sym- Forest Service said the
last of the out-of-state
crews that have fought
fires in the Daniel Boone
National Forest would
the New Jenny Ridge be sent home today.
Pentecostal Church and
Two crews from
was a retired carpenter. North Carolina and one
Funeral services will from Arkansas went
be 1 p.m. Friday at the home Wednesday as
church with the Rev. rain, snow and hail movElijah Balentine and the ed through the region.
Rev. Lloyd Underhill of- Forest Service
ficiating. Burial will be spokesman Charles
in the Jenny Ridge Crail said four crews
Church cemetery.
from Arizona and New
He was preceeded in Mexico would return
death by two sons, Mar- home today.
shall and Fay Rudolph
No fires were
Baker.
reported in the national
Friends may call forest Wednesday. A
after 5 p.m. today at fire that broke out TuesFilbeck and Cann day night two miles norFuneral Home. Benton. thwest of Corbin was

Graveside services
for Mrs. VVinnie Gould,
61. of 1603 Hermitage
Place. Murray. will be
Friday at 2 p.m. at the
Evergreen Cemetery in
Murfressboro Tenn.
Mrs. Gould died at 12:15
a.m. today.
She is surrvived by
her husband, Hugh
Gould. • Murray. four
daugh+er --Mrsr 4.1)on
(Joyce Herndon, Mrs.
Steve (Cynthia

Ranzy Baker, 86, of
Rt. 1. Symsonia, died
Wednesday at 9:20 p.m.
at Lourdes Hospital in
Paducah.
He is survived by his
wife, Samie Baker:
three daughters. Tina
Doughdy. Benton; Lottie Parks and Margaret
Sexton, both of Symsonia ; a son, Clifton
Baker, Symsonia; and a
sister. Nancy Balentine,
Murray. Also surviving
are 18 grandchildren
and 25 greatgrandchildren.
He was a member of

Stock Market
•1.86
1847.97
81% +1%
24/
1
2 unc
36% +'/
41% -1
/
4
1
2 unc
38/
48/
3
4 +%
20
-1
/
4
58/
1
2 -3/s
83/
1
2
80/
1
4 +1%
82% -13
/
4
75-%
41% unc
.32% +1

- -154% -1
/
4

I.B.M.
Ingersoll Rand
Jerrico
Kmart .
Kroger
Overnight Trans.
JCPenney
Penwalt
Quaker Oats
Sears
Texaco
Time Inc.
U.S.Tobacco
W al•Mart
Wendy's
C.E.F. Yield

WOODMAN BUILDING
300 MAPLE STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

..45%
49/
1
2
393/s
70/
1
2
51
70%
48%
32
741
/
2
37
41%
21%

benefited Butcher and
Gott, M.D.
not the individuals
whose names were on
the loans. The 15
associates received
stock and debentures
from Mississippi Coast
Properties in exchange
for the loan proceeds.
according to the By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
indictment.
DEAR DR. GOTT — My niece
After the purchase
was consummated. But- moved to the South recently and somecontracted hepatitis. She says it's
cher mortgaged the how
not contagious. Someone prescribed
hotel's main structure the following treatment: Drink lots of
to the United States fluids, get rest and eat at least a pound
Trust Company of New of sugar a day for the next couple of
York and deposited the months. The first two sound reason$1.8 million in proceeds able, but that third idea sounds crazy
in his own bank account. to me. What do you think%
DEAR READER — I Wink it sounds
The 20 bank fraud crazy. Hepatitis is a contagious viral
counts that followed the infection of the liver. Years ago, docconspiracy charge 3111- tors prescribed a high-sugar diet bevolved the various loans cause hepatitis patients lost their apthat were diverted from
Butcher's associates to
his personal financial
use in buying the hotel.
The investigations of
NEW YORK (AP) — are, said Schecter.
the Butcher family's
The substance's effect
financial dealings began Scientists are having
in 1983 after Jake But- difficulty pinpointing on humans is being
cher's flagship bank. the human health debated by scientists,
UAB-Knoxville, became hazards of dioxin but it has been
the third largest bank because people in in- associated in industrial
failure in this country dustrial societies often studies with such things
carry traces of the toxic as liver damage and a
since the Depression
chemical in their fatty serious skin disease
tissue, a researcher called chloracne.
Animal studies suggest
says.
Recent findings sug- a link to cancer.
Schecter used fat
Miller Funeral Home gest "the entire inof Hazel is in charge of dustrial world adult tissue averages to
population was con- calculate that many
arrangeM.ents. The taminated with diox- - breast-fed infants in the
family has requested no ins," not just people ex- United States may conposed to it in specialized sume 18 times more
visitation.
settings, Dr. Arnold dioxin in one year than
Schecter said Wednes- federal scientists
day at a meeting of the recommend for a
American Chemical lifetime.
Studies of breast milk
Society.
The findings also sug- itself may begin this
controlled after scorching two acres, Crail gest that human breast year, he said.
"We've got something
milk in the United
said.
Off
et=teo-may
problem.''
no firesfires in private risome levels of the health problem,"
woodlands, and the chemical, which may Schecter said in an instate Forestry Division cause cancer, said terview. "I say potential
sent home 22 employees Schecter, professor of because we don't know
from western Kentucky preventive medicine at if there's a threshhold"
who had been on the Upstate Medical below which no harm
firefighting duty in the Center of the State occurs, or if the promountains, said University of New York jected amount is above
Townley Bergmann, a at Binghamton.
division spokesman in
Levels averaging
about 7 parts per trillion
Frankfort.
The largest of the few have been found in fat
remaining fires on samples from residents
private land Tuesday, a of the United States and
blate on Boughtamp Canada, according to
Branch near Vest in data Schecter
Knott County, was con- presented. The levels
trolled by 10:30 p.m. were for the most
Tuesday, said Chuck dangerous form of dioxHedglin. the state's in — 2,3,7,8-TCDD.
Nobody knows how
assistant district
Mini Ha-Ha
forester at Hazard.
dangerous those levels
Age 3
Dachshound
Owner, Freda Lovett

Sugar's no cure
for hepatitis

BETTY BOSTON
JACK UDDBERG
753-3366
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WEEKEND SPECIAL

Rent 3 Movies
Get 1 FREE
Pick up Friday bring back Monday

V.C.R. Rentals
$9.95 for the weekend
$12.50 for a week
Your movie prohissionals haw own SO
VCR's to rent and 1900 movie titles.
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Scientists look at hazard of dioxin

IS YOUR HOME WORTH
$60,000 OR MORE?
If your answer is -yes", you'll want to learn
about our Home Defender policy Its a deluxe
homeowners package with a host of built-in
coverage extras and it's
crState Auto
offered at low preferred
l insurance
Companies
rates Call us today

I

The

Pet Parade
benefits the
Murray-Calloway
Humane Society.

Artcraft
Photography
753-0035

or below such a period.
threshhold, he said.
Despite the possible
He said the federal dioxin contamination,
recommendation he Schecter said human
cited for lifetime intake breast milk is extremewas from the U.S. ly desirable because it is
Centers for Disease nutritious and helps the
Control, calculated to baby resist disease. "At
give an individual a one- the moment, it seems
in-a-million risk of that breast milk is much
cancer from the superior in general to
chemical. It is based on formula," he said.
intake of dioxin per unit
A woman who wished
of body weight, he said. to reduce her baby's
His calculation possible exposure to
assumed the baby is dioxin in breast milk
breast-fed for one year could nurse for perhaps
and weighs an average three months instead of
of 11 pounds during that a year, he said.

20% Off
*Fire. Islander,.Jantzen, Koret,
Joyce and Graff of California

only
Town & Country
Thurs., Fri. & Sat.
Dixieland Centur

0

GM QUALITY
L SERVICE PARTS

RE NTAL4SALES
CENTER
75) 820)

GM]

llamas CORPORATION

Keep That Great GM Feeling With Genuine GM Parts

1982 Toyota Supra
Sunroof, Loaded

$8 900
DWAIN
753-2617
641 S. Morrray
TAYLOR
CHEVROLET, INC.

PURDOM, THURMAN
& MCNUTT

TAX TIME TAKE ITS BITE?

407 Maple
Southside of the Ct. Square
753-4451

When it comes to
service and selection
we're on top...
Our customer is number one
with us. We know convenient,
quick service is what keeps our
customers happy.
That's why we offer
*Free Delivery Service
•15 ck Cash Discount
on All Prescriptions
*Emergency Service
*2 Registered Pharmacists
•

Visit our
Gift Shop
Great selections
with a country
flare

April Buffet Special

$2.99

ir40,̀

HOLLAND DRUGS
109 S. 4th St.
753-1462

For Relief
Pizza Inn Buffet

Sunday-Friday Noon Buffet
Mon., Tues., Wed. Night Buffet

TITS

200E Mu

we live in.
I think the couple you described
might be just as likely to have sued the
clinic if no pregnancy resulted from
treatment. The sad part of the story is
that the parents will probably_ be
awarded some money. even though
they have three healthy babies.
DEAR DR. GOTT — Could you
please explain what a bicornuated
uterus is and what possible effect it
can have on childbearing? Can it be
surgically corrected?
DEAR READER — A bicornuate
uterus is either a double-barreled
womb or a uterus with two hornlike
extrusions. It is common in many nonhuman mammals,but in women it can
cause difficulty bearing children. It
need not be repaired but, in many
cases, may be surgically corrected if a
woman persistently experiences premature labor.
What is HYPOGLYCEMIA and how
is it treated? You can find out in Dr.
Golf's new Health Report on the subject. Send 75 cents plus a long self-addressed. stamped envelope to P.O. Box
2597. Cincinnati, OH 45201. Be sure to
ask for the Health Report on
HYPOGLYCEMIA.

6.89%

COME TO THE

No Limit

Peter

petites and their caloric needs were
not met by ordinary meals. However.
a pound of sugar a day would be astronomically high, even for "Refrigerator" Perry. The fluids and rest are OK.
I suggest that you and your niece follow the instructions given by a doctor.
the other advice is best ignored.
DEAR DR. GOTT — I'm sure
you've read about the couple. who visited a fertility clinic for two years, at
which point the woman gave birth to
seven babies. (Four died because of
prematurity). The couple is now suing
the clinic, claiming it was at fault for
prescribing Perganol, which causes
the development of multiple fetuses. I
know that you sometimes "take on"
your medical colleagues, but in this
case, don't you think the couple bringing suit is a little off-the-wall? Or is
fertility such an exact science now
that the fertility clinic could predict
the precise outcome of the Perganol
treatment?
DEAR READER — I doubt that any
fertility clinic could predict such an
outcome, although multiple births are
a recognized complication of Perganol therapy. Many physicians practicing today express a damned-if-youdo, damned-if-you-don't attitude that
reflects the litigation-oriented society

Wet weather eases
threat of forest fires

Ranzy Baker

Industrial Average
Previous Close
Air Products
American Telephone
Briggs & Stratton
Chrysler
CSX Corp
Dean Foods
Dollar Gen. Store
Exxon
Ford
G.A.F.
General Motors
GenCorp, Inc.
Goodrich
Goodyear

DR.GOTT

Olympic Plaza, 641 North

753-0900
For pizza out his Pizza inn.

Pizza inn ‘6.
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Look at the basics such
as doors. Make sure they
all open and close with
ease and that door knobs
do not fall off in the hand
of the client. Oil any
squeaky doors. As with
the exterior, painting indoors will pay dividends
out of all pi oporilon to
the time and effort spent.
Make sure the wallpaper
is in good condition. A
shakey stair-rail always
needs securing. Be sure
any missing tiles are
replaced and that the
carpet is clean. Repair
or replace wall switches,
outlets, and light fixtures
that don't work. Replace
any
broken switch
plates. Appliances that
will be sold with the
home should be in good
working condition and
clean.
A spacious look is one
of the best and least expensive ways to improve
the showability of your
home. Straighten your
closets and give them an
uncluttered look. This
also goes for storage
areas, counters and
cabinets. The kitchen is
probably the most inspected part of the house
sci` make sure your
cabinets are clean and
counter tops uncluttered.
Don't forget to give the
bathroom a good cleaning! Vanity, sink,faucet
hardware, and mirror

are the focal points. But
don't forget other potential problems such as
soap residue in a shower,
a moldy shower curtain,
accumulated dirt in the
track of a sliding shower
door, soiled or missing
grout, stained toilets
bowls, and dirty or battered bathmats. Clean,
sparkling windows are
also an asset in making
the home look inviting.
Sniff out odors and
makesure dirty clothes,
wet towels and especially garbage and diaper
pails are out of smelling
range! All people are not
pet lovers so move the
cat's litter box out of the
house. And be sure to
clean up after the dog
before any showing.
Good
lighting
is
valuable when showing
property. Open your
drapes or turn on table
lamps for a bright and
cheerful look. Nearly
always the customer will
ask about utility prices.
Have copies of the past
twelve months' bills
available, or at least a
written summary of the
amount paid monthly for
that period. Last but not
least, set out some fresh
flowers, both for their
appearance
and
fragrance. Bake cookies
or bread, or cook a beef
roast. What makes a
home more inviting than

IF YOU HAVE BEEN WAITING TO
BUY OR BUILD THAT HOME OF YOUR OWN,
NOW MAY BE THE TIME TO ACT.

Hopkinsville Federal Savings Bank
Has The Mortgage Money That You
Need—And Home Financing May Not
Be As Expensive As You Think!
There are mortgage plans available that can fit
your situation. For those who qualify,95% financing is available. Hopkinsville Federal also has
funds available for Home Improvements, too.
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FITTS BLOCK AND
READY MIX, INC.

the smell of fresh baked
bread?
Most buyers will not
relax and closely inspect
a home if the owners are
present. So try to arrange to turn your house
over to the Realtor for
showings. If you must remain at home refrain
from talking unless questions are directed to you.
The customer is not in
your home for a social
visit but to inspect it with
the thought of purchase
in mind. Trust the
Realtor's professional
abilities!
Anna Requarth,
Roberts Realty

East Main St.

753-3540

We Salute All Our Realtors During

American Home Week
April 13-19, 1986

Holton Melugin
& Haverstock
Insurance Agency
204 Main

753-3415

AMERICAN HOME WEEK
APRIL 13-19, 1986
We salute all our Realtors!

Jane Rogers, Agent
State Farm Insurance
201 S..6t1St.

Phone 753-9627

Wheel Home
Power

ONLY
$1i§9

SAVE $100

with 32 s d mower
FEATURES INCLUOE:
Powerful 8 HP Briggs & Stratton engine•3-speed all gear
transaxle•Pinion & sector
steering•Sealed beam
headlights•Cast-iron front
axle @One-piece steel frame
• Greasable spindles

Madill 208-3

Best Service In Town!

Hopkinsville Federal
Savings Bank

Most Folks Still Celt
f(81A1 POUSffiC

7* IL Mein
Mwrway, 753-7921
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We Salute All
Oul-Realtors During

Dres8 Nitioiffilouse For Success
If your home's going to
get a second look from
buyers, it's got to make
a good first impression.
That first impression can
make or break a sale!
Nothing
pays
dividends to sellers of a
home quite like elbow
grease,Good housekeeping
and
repair,
spaciousness, and pleasant aromas bring top
dollar and fast sales.
If you're planning to
put your home on the
market, you want your
property to look its best.
Perhaps a few of the
following tips can be the
key to a successful sale.
Spruce up the exterior
and grounds. Check to
make sure all the gutters
are attached and all the
broken windows, including storms, are
replaced. Does the house
need painting? A good
paint job can enhance
the value of your property by several dollars. If
you have a fence make
sure it is in good repair
by replacing those
broken slats. Get rid of
the dead shrubs and
manicure your yard to
perfection! Keep the
childrens toys off of the
drive and steps. Make
sure the garage door will
open easily. In other
words,
give
that
customer a good first
impression!

se.
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STOKES TRACTOR &
IMPLEMENT CO.
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Choosing Your First Rental Property
Buying your first rental property is a step
toward financial independence. No other investment combines the
many advantages of
owning real estate: current income, tax shelter,
appreciation potential,
inflation protection and
capital gains tax exemptions on resale profit.
Also, real estate offers
another benefit rarely
mentioned. Income from
is
property
rental
classified by the Internal
Revenue Service as
"passive income." That
means its not subject to
ever-increasing
the
Social Security tax or
local
or
federal
unemployment taxes.
Whether you plan to
buy one property or
become a professional
investor, real estate can
help you realize financial
success.
Benjamin Holloway.
chairman of Equitable
Life Assurance Society's
$9 billion real estate portfolio, recommends putting more than 50 percent of your assets in
real estate because
"over the long haul, real
outperforms
estate
everything." The key to

developing a sound real
estate investment program is to start with a
basic residential rental
property, such as a
single family house,
duplex, triplex, or condominium. (The more
units the property has,
the more you can offset
your operating expenses
with rental income.
Before you start looking at rental properties.
however, examine your
investment goals and
discuss them with your
local real estate professional. Remember you
will be tying up your
funds for awhile. You
need to decide how much
cash you can afford to invest, what type of property is best for you, and
whether you will manage
the property yourself or
hire a managing agent
your real estate broker
can then help you select
a property that meets
your personal and financial requirements. Rental housing is hot!
Houses continue to be
one of the best real estate
investments available.
Rental demand for
middle-income housing
is strong — and growing.

The current apartment
vacancy rate is a
relatively low 5.9 percent
nationwide. Of course,
that rate varies from city to city.
Investment buyers are
always looking for
bargains. That's the big
attraction behind the
market for handyman
specials, foreclosures,
and distressed property.
Although the prudent
buyer can make money
in these special situations, the risk is always
higher. You must do
your homework carefully when considering the
following
types
of
properties.
Handyman Specials —
Also known as "fixeruppers," these properties come
in
two
categories. The first
need minor cosmetic improvements; the second
needs
total
rehabilitation/renovation.
The safest investment
in this category is the
property that will benefit
from relatively inexpensive
imcosmetic
provements. You can
give it new rent or sales
appeal with fresh paint,
modern kitchen ap-

pliances, new bath fixtures, and attractive
landscaping.
Unless you are a pro at
rehabs — or get a partner who is — concentrate
on properties that need
only simple cosmetic
improvements.
The key to making
money with handyman
specials is to buy the
worst house on the best
block. Then fix it up to
match the standards of
the neighborhood. Don't
buy handyman specials
in
marginal areas.
Otherwise you will wind
up with a property that is
"overimproved" for the
neighborhood
and
overimproved property
rarely gets more rent or
a higher sales price.
Foreclosures
Foreclosures present an
excellent buying opportunity for knowledgeable
investors.
Before buying these
kinds of properties, you
might want to consult
your realtor first.
Distressed Property —
You can find good values
in distressed properties
if you follow this rule:
look for a distressed
seller, not a distressed
property.
How To Pick A Winner

AMERWAN
HOME
'
,*IQ
wEEK
\‘‘‘

Oh, the Minutemen didn't know it.
But they did fight for a country and
a constitution that gave every citizen
the right to own land.
And because they won that fight,
and becauce that country and constitution are still alive and well today, we're celebrating American
Home Week

We Salute The Murray
Calloway County Board
Of Realtors!

Murray Electric
System

401 Olive

7534312

When trying to select
the right property to buy,
its important to consider
the
following
four
criteria:
1. Location — You've
probably heard the old
adage about the three
most important elements
in real estate being
"location, location, location." Prime locations
pay dividends two ways.
First, they attract quality tenants. Second. they
generally appreciate
faster.
When you select property, choose one that offers easy access to public
schools, transportation,
and houses of worship.
2. Price Range —
When you buy a rental
property, focus on good
middle income housing.
Tenants who can afford
the rent on a luxury property usually will opt to
buy instead of rent.
3. Economics — The
key to owning a successful rental property is
to structure the purchase
so you get a genuine, pretax cash-on -cash return.
Don't expect to buy a
good rental property
with much -publicized
"no-money
down"

techniques. These are
high risk strategies that
usually create large
negative cash flows; that
means the expenses exthe
ceed
income.
Remember, the return
on "nothing" is just that
— nothing.
You want to be certain
your projected rental income will pay your mortaxes,
tgage,
and
operating expenses and
give you a reasonable
return on the capital you
invested. Your realtor
can help you make an
analysis like this.
4. Cashing In Your
Chips — Timing the sale
of your property will depend on your investment
goals. Generally, you
should plan to own your
property three to five
years.
Managing Your
Property
Efficient management
is essential to the profitable operation of any
rental property. Some investors prefer to manage
property
their

themselves. Other investors don't have the
time or the inclination
for self management.
They hire a professional
managing agent to
supervise all responsibilities. The agent
charges a monthly fee,
usually a percentage of
the gross rent, for his
services.
The best way to find a
managing
top-notch
agent is through your
real estate broker.

How To Get Started
Don't be an armchair
investor. Get out and do
*some legwork. Your
realtor can provide information on rental properties in your community.
He or she can advise you
on which areas are hot
and which are not, and
can help you pick a property for growth and profit. A lot of rental properties are on the market,
choose the one that will
best fit your investment
goals.

All Around Coverage
All Around Murray
and
Calloway County
All Lines of Insurance

Ky. Farm
Bureau Insurance
753-4703
Ray T. Broach
Bob Cornelison

RANDY THORNTON, INC.
•HEATING
•AIR CONDITIONING
•SHEET METAL

We Salute All Of Our
Realtor's During

AMERICAN HOME WEEK
APRIL 13-19, 1986
802 Chestnut St.

753-8181
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What Can A Real Estate
Agent Do For You?
Probably the question
Realtors hear most frequently from persons interested in selling real
estate is, "What can you
do for me?" When you
travel through the maze
of selling your home a
Realtor can keep you on
track!
If you aren't personally acquainted with a
Realtor one of the first
things you should do is
interview several Agents
and find an Agency you
can be comfortable with
and one that you feel will
represent you best. Once
your choice has been
made you're ready to
sign
the
listing
agreement.
The most commonly
used listing is the Exclusive Right to Sell
listing. This means that
you will deal with one
Agent
and
that
regardless of who sells
your property you will
owe that particular
Agent the fee. The listing
will have all of the pertinent details of your
agreement with the
Agent such as length of
listing, price of property,
Items to remain with
property, etc. Once you
have signed the contract
a copy will be given to
you for your records.
A competent Realtor
can help you with pricing
your home. You want to
find a fair market value
and often this is hard for
the owner to do. The
owner may have sentimental attachments
such as having raised
their family in the house
or the property having
been in the family for
years that will keep them
from seeing the true
value of the property and
over price. On the other
hand the area their property is in may have increased in value and the
owner is not aware of it
and under price Let
your Realtor help you
with pricing.
It is time to spread the
word that your property
Is for sale. The Realtor
does this in many ways.
Unless there is a specific
reason for not doing so,
your property will be put
in the multiple listing
service. This will send all
the information about
the property to Realtors
who are members of the
M.L.S. and assure you
that a number of
Realtors are working for
you. Multiple listing is
also a great service to
the buyer. They can
work with one Realtor

and have knowledge of
hundreds of listings. The
multiple listing service
has no fee for buyer or
seller but is a service
that most Realtors offer.
A yard sign is one of the
most effective means of
advertising. The Realtor
will also advertise
through the public media
such
as
radio,
newspaper, business
brochures, and open
houses if desired. A lot of
unknown advertising is
done by the Realtor
simply by contacting
parties they think might
be interested in your property. A Realtor gets the
word out that your property is for sale!
Now it's show time!
The Realtor will give you
pointers on how to best
display your property
and by now everything
should be in tip-top shape
for showing. Before an
Agent brings someone to
see your property they
have
qualified
the
customer and are sure
they are a bonafied
client. They know the
client can afford your
property, the property
does have what the client
needs, the location meets
their demand and the list
goes on. The Realtor will
not waste your time with
unqualified lookers!
Often times customers
have to look at property
at unusual times so it is
essential that you always
be prepared. Make sure
the Realtor has access of
entry to your property at
all times. By listing your
property with a Realtor
you know that only
qualified persons are
looking and there is an
Interested, licensed and
bonded third party
available to be with
them. In the majority of
cases it is best if the property owner is not at
home. The Realtor
knows
what
the
customer is looking for
and often times the
owner points out or says
the very thing that turns
the buyer off. Let the
Realtor do the job they
were hired to do.
An offer comes in on
your property and financing is needed. Do you
know how to tell the
customer about F.H.A.,
Kentucky Housing, V.A.,
local lending institutions,
package deals? Your
Realtor
does! The
Realtor will work hard to
put together a financial
package that will be acceptable to both buyer
and seller The Realtor is

obligated to present any
offer that comes in, even
an insulting bid. As the
owner you can accept or
reject the offer. The
Realtor is the go between
and can point out the
pros and cons of the offer
to both buyer and seller.
Once an agreement
has been reached the
Realtor will see you
through to the closing.
They will take care of
pro-rating taxes and
rent, see that the deed is
prepared, know what inspections to have done
and in general use their

training and expertise to
make an easy and uncomplicated closing.
If the sale process
seems complicated and
time-consuming, that's
because it usually is.
Selling your home is
perhaps the most important transaction you'll
ever undertake. A great
deal of money and your
peace of mind are at
stake: hiring an agent
could be the best money
you've ever spent.
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See The Insurance
Center of Murray.
David King and Lindy Suiter
for insuring all your
real & personal property.

753-8355

Anna Requarth,
Roberts Realty

Let Us Help With
Your Home Work
111Pb.

We can help you
add that extra
bedroom, remodel
your kitchen, or build
a garage with one of
our home improvement loans. Our rates
are competitive, our
procedure simple.
See us soon & let us
help you with your
homework!
.0.4. NB.).
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Murray-Calloway County
Board Of Realtors

Private

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
424

Ann Roberson
Frankie McNutt
Anna Requarth
Joe Kennon
Don Blalock
Prentice Dunn
Jean Bird
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roperty

OFFICERS
Amos McCarty Jr. — President
Mary Jane Roberson — Secretary
Judy Johnston — Treasurer
Bill Kopperud — V. Pres.

EQUAL HOUSING
OPPORTUNITY

REALTOR®

Lindy Suiter
Geri Andersen
Tom Hopkins
Bill Rayburn
Audro Moody
Ann Roberson
Barbara Erwin
Warren Shropshire
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Bill Kopperud
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Office of Ike Mayo,

MURRAY-CALLCWAY COUNTY BOARD OF REALTORS
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS

Murray, ilienturkg

AMERICAN HOME WEEK
APRIL 13-19, 1986
WHEREAS. Americans enjoy more political and economic
freedom than
any Other people on earth. this great nation is known the world over as
the Land of Liberty. and

tortamation

WHEREAS. of all the rights we have, one of the most precious
is the
right of each citizen to own, use or transfer real
property as he or she
sees fit. so long as the rights of others are not infringed
upon, and
WHEREAS. above all we must guard against taking for granted the
rights that [One with home ownership.

Owning one's home and preserving

these rights fosters democracy because it disperses individual decision.
making that collectively affects the well-being of our community. This
ownership requires not only that people save for their cmh homes; it also
encourages activity In other sectors of the economy, creating growth and
contributing to a higher quality of life.
THEREFORE. REALTORS IN CALLOWAY COUNTY, as plembers of the MURRAYCALLOWAY COUNTY BOARD OF REALTORS and the NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS,
are setting aside a week to celebrate our constitutional freedom to own
real property.
FURTHER, the MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY BOARD OF REALTORS asks all citizens in our comunity to join in reaffirming this basic freedom.
THEREFORE. I.
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of Calloway County. Murray, Kentucky, do hereby proclaim APRIL 13-19,
1986,
to be AMERICAN HOMEIWEEK.

I ask all residents of CALLOWAY COUNTY to join

with the MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY BOARD OF REALTORS and its members. in this
great american endeaver.
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Kopperud Realty Salutes
American Home Week
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It's a commitment we
share with You.

AMERICAN
HOME WEEK
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PEOPLES/BANK
0
MURRAY KY.

Standing L o R: Bill Kopperud, Broker; Warren Shropshire; Tom
Hopkins; Bill
Rayburn, Sales Manager
Seated L o R: Ellen Jones, Secretory; Ann Roberson; Geri Anderse
n; Audro Moody;
Barbara Erwin; Frankie E. McNutt.
Visit our office at 711 Main Street for free maps and
community
information. Kopperud Realty offers a complete
range of real
estate service. Including residential, farm and lend,
commercial,
lake property. relocation and appraisal. Ph011• our office.
753.1222.
anytime. We would wekotne the opportunity to he
of 110,14011 to
you.

M•mber FDIC
It's the Pauli. at Peep's. that
make the difference

EQUAL HOUSING
OPPORTUNITY

Male Mice
Sth & Main
7S3-3231

Womb Smash
Norm 12,h& Chestnut
731-3231

Sem& Stanch
South lath & Story
7S1-3231
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Bill Kopperud
Broker
753-6620

4-

Bill Rayburn
Sales Manager
759-4900

Frankie McNut,
753-1580

Barbara Erwin
753-4136

Thomas Hopkins
753-3488

Ann Roberson
753-3343

Geri Anderson
753-7932

Atoka; Moody
753-8038

Warren Shiralsehlr•
753-8277

753-1222

Ph.
(24 Hour Phone)
711 Main
Murray, Ky.

